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PREFACE

The Ann Arbor Transportation Authority (AATA) operates an integrated

fixed-route and dial-a-ride system (Teltran) in the City of Ann Arbor. The

schedules of the fixed route buses and dial-a-ride vehicles are synchron-

ized to provide coordinated transfers. During evening and weekend periods

the system configuration changes and service is predominantly demand respon-

sive. The AATA also provides fixed-route service in Ypsilanti and service

to the elderly and handicapped in rural areas of Washtenaw County.

The major focus of this evaluation is the Teltran system and par-

ticularly the dial-a-ride and coordinated transfer aspects of this system.

The report describes the development, implementation and current status of

the Teltran system as it existed in the spring of 1976. While Teltran is

not a Service and Methods Demonstration Program (SMD) project, this evalu-

ation was conducted as part of the SMD program to help disseminate informa-

tion on an innovative transit system.

Major contributions to this report were made by Carol Walb,

Christine Winquist and Ernest Munch of Cambridge Systematics, Inc., and

Larry Englisher of Multisystems. The authors would also like to acknowledge

the cooperation and contributions of AATA board members, management, and

staff in conducting this evaluation. In particular, Karl Guenther, the

Executive Director of the AATA, provided many interesting insights on the

implementation and operation of the Teltran system and assisted the authors

in many ways during all phases of the evaluation.

In addition, Robert Waksman, the Project Monitor, and Howard Slavin,

both of the Transportation Systems Center, provided valuable comments on

early drafts of this report. The comments of Paul Fish and Ronald Fisher of

the Urban Mass Transportation Administration are also gratefully acknowledged.
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READER’S GUIDE

The sections of this report focus on various aspects of the Teltran

system in order to facilitate a selective review by the reader. The

Executive Summary provides an overview of the report including the key

findings and conclusions of the evaluation.

Section 1 identifies the evaluation issues which provided a focus

for this effort and the unique aspects of the Ann Arbor evaluation.

Section 2 provides a description of Ann Arbor, including demographic and

transportation system characteristics. Section 3 describes the develop-

ment and current operation of the Teltran system including an analysis of

the incremental implementation strategy adopted by the AATA.

The primary results of the evaluation are included in Sections 4

through 6. Section 4 describes the level of service provided by Teltran,

including travel time, reliability, and coverage. Section 5 describes

the current ridership on the system as well as the growth in ridership over

the past three years as system implementation occurred. Section 6 discus-

ses the financial aspects of Teltran and the productivities currently

being achieved by the system.

Section 7 provides a summary of the evaluation findings and includes

a discussion of the potential transferability of these findings to other

communities. Appendices A through D describe the surveys conducted for

this evaluation, control room equipment and displays and vehicle operating

data. Appendix E is a report of inventions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OVERVIEW

Since the conclusion of a dial-a-ride pilot project in the fall of

1972, the Ann Arbor Transportation Authority (AATA) has developed and

incrementally implemented an integrated dial-a-ride and conventional

fixed-route bus transit system which utilizes a computer assisted res-

ervation system and provides the city with 100 percent geographical

coverage during all hours of operation. As of the summer of 1976, the

final phase of the Teltran system has been implemented. In addition,

the AATA operates a many-to-many dial-a-ride service for the handicapped,

a number of bus routes in Ypsilanti, and service for the elderly and

handicapped in rural areas of the county;

While neither the Teltran system nor the other transit services pro-

vided by the AATA are part of the Urban Mass Transportation Administra-

tion's (UMTA) Service and Methods Demonstration (SMD) Program, UMTA has

decided to conduct an evaluation of transit in Ann Arbor under the aegis

of the SMD program. The work was performed for the U.S. Department of

Transportation, Transportation Systems Center (TSC) which has the responsi-

bility for monitoring SMD project evaluations. The decision to include

an assessment of transit in Ann Arbor within the SMD program has reflected

the continuing national attention being given to this innovative transit

system. The Teltran system has received substantial local financial sup-

port and has resulted in dramatic increases in transit ridership. Thus,
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the Ann Arbor experience is both noteworthy and potentially useful to

other areas considering major transit innovations in general, and in

particular, integrated fixed- route bus and dial-a-ride service.

OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION ISSUES

The five Service and Methods Demonstration Program objectives are:

1. Reducing travel time for users,

2. Increasing transit coverage,

3. Improving transit reliability,

4. Increasing transit vehicle productivity

5. Improving service to the transit dependent.

While each of these objectives directly applies to the Ann Arbor system,

Teltran was implemented to meet two specific local objectives:

1. Providing 100 percent geographic coverage by transit, and

2. Reducing automobile ownership to one car per family and maintain-
ing it at that level.

Provision of 100 percent geographic coverage has strong implications for

the level of service that can be provided in terms of travel times and

reliability, and the productivities that can be achieved. Although the

evaluation has been conducted primarily with existing data, and is con-

strained to a certain extent as a result, the evaluation focuses on

describing the development and operation of the integrated fixed-route

bus and dial-a-ride service and, to the extent possible, the level of ser-

vice provided by a system designed for 100 percent coverage. Other aspects

of the system that were examined are:

a. the shift in type of service and system configuration by time
of day and day of week,
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b. service provided to the transit dependent, and

c. institutional and operational issues involved in implementing
integrated services, including the effectiveness of an incre-
mental implementation strategy.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Ann Arbor, site of the main campus of the University of Michigan,

has a population of 106,000 and is located just outs ide the Detroit metro-

politan area. The city has an area of 23.5 square miles and an average

population density of 4,510 persons per square mile. The Ann Arbor trans-

portation Authority operates an integrated dial-a-ride and conventional

fixed-route bus system which provides 100 percent geographic coverage

within the city during all hours of operation. The Teltran system employs

dial-a-ride service within specific geographic zones (the number of zones

varies by time period) and connects the zones with fixed-routes serving

the downtown area and other major activity centers. Passengers pay a 25

cent fare upon boarding either type of vehicle and all transfers are free.

Thus, a rider may be picked up at home by a dial-a-ride vehicle, transfer

to a fixed-route bus, and then transfer again to another dial-a-ride

vehicle for doorstep delivery if necessary. Special half price fares for

regular service are available to low income, handicapped, and elderly

citizens, and monthly passes are available to the general public. Trans-

fers between dial-a-ride vans and fixed-route buses are coordinated to

minimize wait time. Dial-a-ride vehicles perform flexibly routed tours,

with prescheduled arrival times at one or two fixed points within the

zone. One or both of these locations, usually situated at existing

centers of activity, serve as a transfer point to a fixed-route. The
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dial-a-ride vehicle is scheduled to arrive at the transfer point at the

same time as the fixed-route bus, but if either vehicle is behind schedule

dispatchers can coordinate transfers by delaying departures from the trans-

fer point. Once passengers transfer between the vehicles, the dial-a-ride

van begins its next tour. The driver determines the route for dropping

off passengers who have boarded at the transfer point and for picking up

new passengers who have telephoned in requests for service. Eventually

the van returns to the transfer point to meet another fixed- route bus.

Since fixed- route bus headways during peak periods are 15 minutes,

several dial-a-ride vans must operate in each zone to permit coordinated

transfers with each fixed- route bus. The city is presently divided into

14 zones for weekday service, 7 zones for weeknight service, and 9 zones

on weekends. Four fixed-routes are operated and there are 7 transfer

points between dial-a-ride and fixed-route services.

The AATA also provides city-wide dial-a-ride service for the handi-

capped using special vans equipped with wheelchair lifts. The wheelchair

service is being extended to other areas within the county. Five fixed-

route bus lines in neighboring Ypsilanti are also operated by the AATA.

A computer assisted system allows three dispatchers to handle the

AATA fleet of 32 full-size transit buses and 48 dial-a-ride vans. In

addition, a varying number of call takers answer questions and log in tele

phoned requests for service. Riders may telephone to request immediate

or future pickups or place a "standing order" to reserve the same trip on

a subscription basis. The computer acts primarily as a bookkeeper, keep-

ing track of reservations, displaying them to call takers and dispatchers,
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and facilitating the editing of vehicle tours. The assignment of individ-

ual service requests to particular zones and vehicle tours is performed

manually. While dispatchers currently radio tour lists to individual

drivers, in the future tour lists will be transmitted directly to display

screens to be installed in each vehicle. However, there are no plans to

automate the decision-making roles of the call takers or dispatchers.

HISTORY AND STATUS

In July of 1968, after the last in a succession of private bus com-

panies had ceased operations, the city of Ann Arbor created the AATA to

serve the city and the area in Washtenaw County within 10 miles of the

city limits. Initially, service was provided through a short-term oper-

ating contract with a private firm. Subsequently, service was expanded

as the AATA acquired its own vehicles and operated a fixed-route system

which carried 540,000 passengers by 1972.

In April 1968, a citizens' committee met with representatives of

Ford Motor Company to explore the feasibility of dial-a-ride service in

Ann Arbor. In 1970, the city directed Ford to develop a plan for imple-

menting demand responsive service, and in November the city submitted a

proposal for demonstration funding of a pilot project to the State of

Michigan. The project began its operation in September 1971. It offered

many-to-few service from a residential neighborhood in the southwest

part of the city to the downtown, a shopping center, and the university.

At the conclusion of the project in September 1972, the service area was

2.4 square miles, after several expansions due to lower ridership than

originally anticipated.
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By the end of the project, dial-a-ride ridership had reached over 200

passengers per day, and the AATA was very encouraged. Overall transit

ridership originating in the zone had doubled from pre-project levels on

the fixed-route service and on-board surveys indicated that dial-a-ride

service was appealing to a market not reached by regular fixed-route bus

service. These results convinced the AATA that demand-responsive transit

could play a significant role in Ann Arbor. The plan for the Teltran

system was developed by the AATA in the fall of 1972 to provide integrated

fixed-route bus and demand responsive service on a city-wide basis.

The first test of the Teltran plan came in April 1973 when the voters

were asked to support it by approving a 2.5 mill property tax. The public

referendum passed and in the summer of 1973 implementation began. The

AATA chose a phased implementation strategy to facilitate fine tuning of

system operation and design as experience was gained and to permit ade-

quate time to recruit and train the staff necessary for full scale oper-

ation. By the end of 1973, the AATA provided service to the handicapped

using a vehicle equipped with a wheelchair lift, and provided weekend

and evening dial-a-ride service throughout the city. In 1974, Ypsilanti

fixed-route service and integrated dial-a-ride/fixed-route bus service

on Saturdays was initiated. During 1975, service expanded considerably

with all but three of the weekday dial-a-ride zones in operation. As

of June 1976, all zones received integrated service, and annual rider-

ship for fiscal year 1976 was 1. 8 million.

FINDINGS

By virtue of its design, Teltran has achieved the city-wide coverage
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objective with the implementation of the last remaining dial-a-ride

zone. The other local objective, reducing automobile ownership to one

car per family, is essentially a long-range goal, and there are insuf-

ficient data available at present to determine anything about Teltran's

success in achieving this objective.

While telephone associated delays have been a problem, major diffi-

culties appear to have been overcome. Ninety-five percent of all calls

are answered within three minutes (mean time is 1.12 minutes) and processed

within 2.5 minutes, although this time varies greatly with the type of

trip being requested.

For those callers requesting immediate service, the mean elapsed

time (after completion of the phone call) before the vehicle has arrived

is 22.9 minutes (with a standard deviation of 12.5 minutes). Interest-

ingly, riders have perceived a significantly shorter wait time, perhaps

because they can use the time effectively. Typically, the caller is pro-

vided with an estimated time of arrival (ETA) for the vehicle, usually

a "window" of 10 to 15 minutes. Of those customers surveyed, 59 percent

reported that their vehicle arrived "on time" (i.e., within the window).

Dial-a-ride in-vehicle time for daytime trips is found to average

9.5 minutes with a standard deviation of 6.6 minutes. Average dial-a-

ride in-vehicle distance for daytime trips is 2.3 miles (with a standard

*

deviation of 1.3 miles), implying an effective speed (including stops)

of 14.6 miles per hour. During evening hours, when the service area is

divided into fewer but larger zones, the mean travel time is 14.3 minutes.

Coordinated transfers from dial-a-ride vans to line buses or other
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vans have averaged 4.1 minutes for nonstanding order (i.e., non-regular-

ly scheduled) trips, with 36 percent of the riders having no wait at

all (i.e., the second vehicle is waiting when the van arrives). The

transfer time for standing order customers, who dominate AM peak period

travel, has averaged 5.4 minutes.

Since 1971, when the first innovations took place, total annual tran-

sit ridership in Ann Arbor has increased from 540,000 to 1.8 million for

the 1976 fiscal year. About 4,000 trips were served by the special ser-

vice to the handicapped. Ridership for the fully implemented system

should be somewhat more.

From 1975 to 1976, the system carried 10.5 passengers per vehicle

hour calculated on a first fare basis. With transfer passengers, the

productivities were 35.2 passengers/vehicle hour for line buses and 6

passengers/vehicle hour for dial-a-ride. Operating costs per vehicle hour

and vehicle mile (including deadheading) for the entire system were aver-

aging $19.85 and $1.58 respectively. Of the total operating costs, 78

percent were from wages and fringe benefits (including management and

administration), 8 percent were for vehicle operating costs, and the

remainder were for fixed costs, of which the largest components were

for planning and fleet insurance.

The operating cost per passenger was $1.89. With transfer passen-

gers, the cost per passenger was 56c for line bus and $3.31 for dial-a-

ride. Because of the design of the system, many passengers use both

dial-a-ride and line bus service in making a trip. The deficit per

passenger was $1.66, of which 93c was covered by the millage tax. The
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rest of the deficit was funded primarily by both Federal and state

operating assistance grants.

TRANSFERABILITY

While it is too early to judge the long term impact of the Teltran

system, there are some characteristics of Ann Arbor which have contributed

to its success to date. The average family income and median years of

education are high for both men and women. The tax base is strong and

residents have provided support to public transit by approving a special

property tax assessment. In addition, the presence of the University of

Michigan has provided a pool of young, educated, and enthusiastic individ-

uals to serve in many staff positions and dedicated to providing high

quality public transit service. Finally, the existence of a limited

number of major activity centers, with the dominant attraction being the

downtown and the adjacent central campus of the university, makes inte-

grated transit combining dial-a-ride feeder service and radial and circum-

ferential fixed-route service an effective choice for Ann Arbor.

Thus, both the ridership and financial support given to Teltran may

in part be attributed to the unique nature of Ann Arbor. However, since

the University of Michigan operates its own internal transit system free

of charge, much of Teltran 's ridership and public support does come from

individuals with no direct connection to the university. Thus, given a

suitable site, popular support, and proper planning, a system like Teltran

may have similar success elsewere and Ann Arbor’s experience provides some

important insights for other communities considering integrated transit.

Integrated dial-a-ride and fixed-route service with coordinated
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transfers provides an effective means of providing 100 percent geographic

coverage with door-to-door service. However, to maintain reasonable

systemwide productivities requires shifting the system configuration

during periods of low ridership. Naturally, other communities consider-

ing integrated transit may not choose to provide 100 percent geographic

coverage, but changes in system configuration may still prove desirable

to maintain acceptable productivity levels.

Whether integrated transit is considered for areawide service or

only for selected subareas, the Teltran dispatching system provides a

very flexible computer assisted dispatching method that could be used

by other communities. However, because the computer only performs book-

keeping functions, the Teltran dispatching system requires well trained

and experienced staff who are willing to accept major decision-making

responsibility.

The incremental implementation strategy adopted by the AATA allows

for staff training and adjustments to operating policies before successive-

ly more complex system configurations are implemented. However, the

Teltran experience also suggests that extensive telephone system plan-

ning is desirable and the phone requirements of the final system configur-

ation should be anticipated even if an incremental implementation strategy

is adopted. Also, the public acceptability of integrated transit may be

increased if public information programs attempt to explain the operating

policies used to provide a relatively complex service.
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1. OVERVIEW OF THE EVALUATION

1.1 EVALUATION ISSUES

While the AATA provides a variety of transit services to different

groups and jurisdictions, the scope of the evaluation is limited to the

more innovative aspects of the service provided within the City of Ann

Arbor. In particular, the evaluation focuses on the integrated dial-a-

ride and line bus Teltran system, the changes in system configuration

by time of day (e.g., daytime and evening) and day of week (weekday and

weekend), and the incremental strategy used to implement the system. In

some cases, it is not possible to disaggregate operating data (e.g.,

cost data, vehicle fleet utilization, etc.) for the integrated service in

Ann Arbor and the line bus routes operated in Ypsilanti; and in these

cases evaluation results are presented for AATA services as a whole. How-

ever, all transit services provided by the AATA are described in Chapter

3, and a description of the transit services provided in Ann Arbor by

other public institutions (e.g.. University of Michigan) or private

operators is included in Section 2.

In performing an evaluation of an integrated transit system, and es-

pecially the Teltran system, a number of issues are of particular interest

First, the SMD program objectives of reducing travel time and increasing

coverage are important for Ann Arbor and to some extent are in conflict.

With a given amount of resources, movement toward one objective often

necessitates some de-emphasis of the other. Early in the campaign for

local property tax support of the Teltran system, the AATA made a commit-
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ment to provide 100 percent geographic coverage. Thus, the extent to

which Teltran also can provide "reasonable" travel times is important

both locally and nationally. Because of the importance of this issue and

the lack of recent data available in Ann Arbor, a limited surveying ef-

fort has been conducted as part of this evaluation to obtain current

information on phone service and travel time.

System reliability is an important issue wherever demand responsive

transit is implemented. For an integrated system such as Teltran, the

reliability of the required transfers between vehicles is an important

component of this objective. Similarly, the productivity that an inte-

grated system can achieve is of interest in assessing the effectiveness

of using demand responsive service to perform collector/distributor func-

tions for fixed-route bus lines. Of particular concern is the productiv

ity of integrated service compared to either a pure demand responsive

system or a conventional bus system.

In addition, the incremental implementation strategy adopted by the

AATA and the Authority's operational experience with integrated service

provide useful insights for other communities considering innovative tran

sit services. The Ann Arbor experience points out both some of the major

strengths of an incremental approach to innovation and the specific ele-

ments of the system where more thorough advance planning, and possibly

"one-shot" implementation, may be appropriate.

1.2 EVALUATION APPROACH

The Ann Arbor evaluation effort was unique for the following reasons

a) The system being evaluated was not implemented under the SMD
program.
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b) The transit system being evaluated was not fully implemented
until mid-1976, after completion of this evaluation,

c) The availability of important evaluation data was limited and
new data collection efforts were confined to dial-a-ride
travel time and phone wait and service time surveys, and

d) The substance of the evaluation including all data collection
and analysis was performed within a period of five months.

All of these factors limited the scope of the Ann Arbor evaluation.

Typically, SMD evaluations involve the examination of conditions be-

fore and after the implementation of a specific project. Because Ann

Arbor is not the site of a SMD project, it is difficult to define a logi-

cal "before" period against which to compare the current situation. The

lack of consistent time series data further suggests the need for a dif-

ferent emphasis in the evaluation of the Teltran system. Thus rather than

statistically testing specific hypotheses about the effects of Teltran,

the Ann Arbor evaluation focuses on providing a full and detailed descrip-

tion of the current status and impacts of the Teltran system as it existed

during the winter and spring of 1976. To the extent possible, a summary

of system implementation and the impacts over time of various stages of

the system also is provided.

Since the Teltran system was not completely implemented until mid-

1976, the evaluation does not focus on the entire system. The results

presented here reflect the Teltran system as it existed in the late

spring of 1976, as described in Section 3. Subsequent to the data collec-

tion efforts for this evaluation three new dial-a-ride zones have been

implemented.
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As mentioned earlier, the evaluation depended primarily on data al-

ready available in Ann Arbor, and, except for a number of travel time sur-

veys, no new data were collected. The constraint on data collection and

the fact that the evaluation was performed over a relatively short time

period combined to limit the information generated on several key aspects

of the Teltran system. In particular, very little data are available on

the travel times (and the variability of travel times) on the line bus

portion of the system. The surveys conducted focused on the dial-a-ride

component of the system because it was felt that the demand responsive

service was the component of the system of most interest to other commun-

ities considering integrated service. Time and resource constraints did

not allow adequate surveying of the entire daytime integrated system, and

thus, little information is presented on the total trip times for riders

making transfers to or from line buses.

Similarly, accurate information on total ridership on the dial-a-ride

and line bus components of the system was not available. The AATA keeps

ridership records for dial-a-ride and fixed-route buses based on the

vehicle on which the first fare is paid. Since many riders transfer, an

estimate of total ridership on each component of the daytime system has to

rely on information on the distribution of transfers generated by the

travel time surveys.
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2. SITE DESCRIPTION

2 . 1 OVERVIEW

Ann Arbor is located 38 miles west of Detroit in Washtenaw County

and has an area of 23.5 square miles. The 1970 census lists the

city’s population as 100,035 persons. Currently, the population is es-

timated at over 106,000 persons, resulting in a density of 4,510 persons

per square mile. Ann Arbor is situated along a number of major trans-

portation corridors, including the main east-west highway (Interstate

94) and the rail line between Detroit and Chicago. U.S. Route 23, the

major north-south road between Toledo and Flint, runs along the eastern

edge of the city.

While Ann Arbor is located on the western fringe of the Detroit

metropolitan area, which contains over 4 million people or about 75% of

the population of Michigan, the city maintains a strong physical and cul-

tural identify of its own.

The city is fortunate in having a strong tax base made possible by

hse of its power to annex surrounding land as it developed. During

recent years, the rate of annexation has decreased significantly, and cur-

rently, the annual rate of expansion is less than one fifth of one percent.

The largest community in close proximity to Ann Arbor is Ypsilanti, located

directly to the east with a population of 29,502 persons and an area of

4.1 square miles.

The city was first settled in 1823 on the rolling farmland along

the Huron River, but was not incorporated until 1851, when its population

had reached 4,500. The major reason for Ann Arbor’s cultural atmosphere
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is the presence of the University of Michigan. The university was founded

in Detroit in 1817 but moved to Ann Arbor twenty years later. Currently,

the university has an enrollment of 34,695 and employs a research staff

of over 5,000. The university owns 10.4 percent of the land in Ann Arbor.

One third of the city's population has a direct connection to the Univer-

sity, and indirectly, many others provide services to the university com-

munity or indirectly use the resources provided by that community. Over

45 private research firms, employing 3,600 persons, and 8 government re-

search laboratories have located in Ann Arbor. The city has a national

reputation as a major research center. The medical center is the city's

most significant generator of state and interstate travel.

As shown in Figure 2.1, the university facilities are split between

two campuses, one north of the Huron River and the other near the central

business district (CBD) . The university medical center is located directly

north of the central campus.

The university provides the city with many cultural opportunities and

contributes to the political climate of the community as well. Ann Arbor

was one of several centers of the anti-war movement in the 1960 's and

early 1970 's, and has been a leader in the environmental movement. Dur-

ing the height of the student protest the Human Rights Party (HRP)
,

a

student-oriented party, won two seats on the City Council.

The downtown area consists of two commercial areas, one located on

State Street at the edge of the University of Michigan campus and the

other on Main Street five blocks away. New commercial developments have

slowly decreased the separation between these two centers. More recently,
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construction of a number of large suburban shopping centers has shifted

Some retail activity away from the downtown area. The location of major

shopping and employment centers and other trip generators is shown in

Figure 2.2.

The older residential areas of the city are comprised of single fam-

ily homes. Near the university campus many of these single family struc-

tures have been converted to apartments. In outlying areas, many large

apartment and condominium complexes have been constructed.

Meteorological data for Ann Arbor are shown in Table 2.1.

2.2 DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

In large part because of the presence of the university, the

population of Ann Arbor is younger, better educated, and wealthier than

the national averages, as shown in Table 2.2. More detailed data on the

sex, age, education and income characteristics of Ann Arbor's population

are shown in Table 2.3. The geographic distribution of the population is

shown in Figure 2.3. Not surprisingly, the population density is great-

est in those tracts close to the downtown area while average family in-

come is lowest in these same tracts. The greatest concentration of

elderly individuals is directly northeast of the CBD.

The influence of the university can also be seen in Ann Arbor's em-

ployment characteristics. About 70% of Ann Arbor's employment is in the

government sector with a rather low proportion, about 11%, in manufactur-

ing and industry. Of the approximately 43,000 employed persons living in

Ann Arbor, 72% have their place of work within the city.
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TABLE 2.2. ANN ARBOR COMPARED TO THE NATION

1970 Census Data

Characteristic Ann Arbor U.S. Totals

Median Income of Families
and Unrelated Individuals
(Dollars)

$12,819 $9,867

Median Age (Years) 23.6 28.0

Persons 65 Years Old and
Over (Percent)

5.4 VO 00

Black (Percent) 6.7 11.0

Not Completing High School 14.6 47. 7

(Percent)

u



TABLE 2.3. BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC DATA (1970 Census)

Total Population: 100,035

Sex (Percent)

male 50.05

female 49.95

Age (Percent)

under 20 34. 70

20-44 47. 80

45-64 12.10

65 & over 5. 40

Race (Percent)

Black 6.70

Spanish heritage 1.30

Education (Percent)

no formal schooling 0.30

grade school (1-8) 4.90

some high school (9-11) 9.40

high school diploma (12) 21.30

some college 15.90

college degree or more 48.20

Total Families 20,882

Family Income (Percent)

less than $5,000 10.90

between $5,000 and $5,999 24.00

between $10,000 and $14,999 26.00

between $15,000 and $24,999 28.00

$25,000 and over 11. 10
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In 1970, Ann Arbor had a total of 31,511 occupied housing units

with an average of 3.2 persons per unit. Over 50% of the housing

units have had a change of occupancy within the last two years caused

in part by the large transient population associated with the univer-

sity. Table 2.4 provides more detailed data on the city’s housing units.

2.3 TRAVEL BEHAVIOR AND THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

While major improvements in public transportation have occurred in

Ann Arbor in recent years, transportation in the city is heavily oriented

toward the automobile. As seen from Table 2.5, 89% of all households in

1970 had at least one automobile available and over 70% of all workers

rode to work in an automobile. The large majority of these workers, al-

most 75%, had a place of work within Ann Arbor.'*’ About one third of Ann

Arbor's total employment of 45,000 workers lived outside of the city and

commuted into the city from surrounding communities. The highest concen-

trations of households with no auto were in the CBD and the area directly

to the north of the central area. The AATA estimates that the current

daily Teltran ridership represents about 2.5% transit mode split for aver-

2
age 24 hour weekday trips within the city.

Ann Arbor is the only city in Michigan that has a complete expressway

ring on its periphery. The ring is formed by Interstate 94 to the south

and west, U.S. route 23 to the east and State Highway 14 to the north.

^It should be noted that the data, and in particular mode split to work
figures, were gathered prior to the implementation of the Teltran system.

2
Guenther, Karl W. , "Report on Demand Responsive Transportation in Ann Ar-
bor," prepared for the 55th Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research
Board, January 1976.
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TABLE 2.4. HOUSING UNIT DATA (1970 Census)

Number of Housing Units 32,533

Occupancy Type (Percent)

owner occupied 43. 8

renter occupied 53.1

vacant year-round 3.1

Number of Occupied Housing Units 31,511

Occupancy Rate (Percent)

1 person 21.0

2 person 32.7

3 person 17.0

4 or more 29.3

units with boarders 5.5

Years in Residency (Percent)

1 to 2 years 55.7

3 to 5 years 16.9

6 to 10 years 10.3

11 to 19 years 10.3

v 20 or more years 6.8
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TABLE 2.5. AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP, MODE TO WORK

AND PLACE OF WORK DATA (1970 Census)

Number of Automobiles per Household (Percent)

0 11.3

1 52.3

2 or more 36.4

Total Number of Workers 42,756

Mode to Work (Percent)

auto driver 60.9

auto passenger 11.2

bus 3.6

walk 17.6

train .1

other 2.8

work at home 3.8

Place of Work (Percent)

within Ann Arbor 72.4

within rest of Washtenaw County 11.4

outside SMSA 9.0

not reported 7.2
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Nine major arterials connect the expressway ring with the central business

district in a radial pattern."*" The Huron River separates the northeast

section of the city from the central business district and other residen-

tial areas and has constrained the amount of surface street capacity con-

necting these segments of the city. Preservation of the environment

around the river and its flood plain is a high local priority and an on-

going corridor study analyzing the future travel needs in the river valley

is not likely to result in major street expansion.

General traffic conditions in the city are good with relatively un-

congested flows even during peak hours. While a number of local streets

are in need of resurfacing and street conditions generate numerous citi-

zens' complaints to the city, a recent bond issue for repaving local

streets failed to pass.

Limited commuter rail service is provided by Amtrak connecting Jack-

son and Detroit with stops at Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti. Currently one com-

muter train is operated in each direction daily though the state may ex-

pand the service in the future if ridership increases. Amtrak also oper-

ates three trains daily in each direction between Chicago and Detroit with

stops in Ann Arbor and other communities in southern Michigan. Regional

bus service is provided by the Southeast Michigan Transportation Authority

(SEMTA) and five private carriers. The largest of the private carriers is

Greyhound which operates eleven buses daily between Ann Arbor and Detroit.

The Detroit Metropolitan airport is located between Detroit and Ann

Arbor and is easily accessible via Interstate Route 94. This airport is

"'‘Refer to Figure 2.2.
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served by bus and limousine from downtown Ann Arbor and the university.

All regional and long-haul flights use this airport, while private craft

can use the Ann Arbor airport located on the southern border of the city.

Local bus service, in addition to that provided by the AATA, includes

the University of Michigan bus system, the Eastern Michigan University sys-

tem in Ypsilanti, and the public school system. The University of Michi-

gan system carries approximately 3 million passengers per year making it

the single largest carrier in the area. It operates on a free-fare basis

for university personnel and students. However, due to a lack of enforce-

ment, in practice anyone travelling around the campus can use the system.

The system operates 7 shuttle routes connecting all campus facilities on

a fixed schedule and operates all year, though with reduced service levels

during the summer months. The AATA system does not provide intra-univer-

sity service but does have connections to the edge of the main campus from

all parts of the city. During evening hours the AATA directly serves por-

tions of the north campus area which do not have good access to the Uni-

versity shuttle. Thus, the university and AATA systems complement each

other with the university providing intra-university transit service

while AATA connects the campus with the rest of the city. The university’s

36 transit vehicles, all with seating capacities of either 41 or 53 pas-

sengers, are owned, operated and maintained by the university. The Ann

Arbor and Ypsilanti school districts have a combined annual ridership of

3,300,000 and provide service for students living at least 1.5 miles from

the school they attend.

Four taxi companies offer service in Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti and carry
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approximately 1,500 to 2,000 passengers per day. The taxi rates are

$1.10 for the first mile and 60p for each additional mile.

In 1973, voters approved an $800,000 bond issue for construction

of bikeways. Currently in its early stages, the longest route is

located on Packard Road between Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti downtown. There

are an estimated 100,000 bicycles in the Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti area.
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3. DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION OF THE TELTRAN SYSTEM

3.1 DIAL-A-RIDE PILOT PROJECT

Public transportation in Ann Arbor began with a streetcar system

in the early 1900’s. Subsequently, the streetcars were replaced by

buses. In the period following World War II the city bus system exper-

ienced a dramatic decrease in ridership. In 1946, serving a population

of 40,000, the bus system carried 1.7 million passengers. By 1954,

while the population had increased to 55,000, the ridership had decreased

to 700,000. In May of 1968, the last in a succession of private bus

companies ceased operations in the city. After a period with no bus

service, interim service was provided by a short-term operating contract

between the city and a private firm from June 1968 to February 1969.

The AATA was created by the city in July 1968, in accordance with

state enabling legislation. After the private contractor failed to re-

main within the contract cost, the AATA initiated the city operation in

the spring of 1969 with four mini-buses. Subsequently, used transit

coaches were purchased as ridership increased. In 1970, the Authority

purchased 16 new buses with a grant from the Urban Mass Transportation

Administration covering two thirds of the cost. By 1972, the AATA was

operating a fixed- route system with a fleet of 18 vehicles. The system

consisted of six radial routes which operated from 6:30 AM to 6:15 PM

on weekdays only, with half hour headways during peak hours and one hour

headways during mid-day. The basic fare was 35c with a youth, senior

citizen and low income fare of 20q. Transfers were free and buses for
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all routes met at a downtown transfer point each half hour. In fiscal

year 1972, ridership on fixed- route buses was approximately 535,000 and

operating costs were approximately $450,000. Fifty percent of these

costs were covered by fares with the remainder paid for out of the city's

general fund.

During the same period from 1968 to 1971 when the AATA assumed the

operation of, and expanded, the city's fixed-route service, a series of

steps were taken to initiate a dial-a-ride demonstration project. In

April 1968, a Citizen's Bus Committee met with representatives of

Ford Motor Company to explore the feasibility of dial-a-ride for Ann

Arbor. In January 1970, the AATA signed a contract directing Ford's

Transportation Research and Planning Office to develop a plan for imple-

menting demand-responsive service. Ford's initial proposal to implement

dial-a-ride in the Model Cities neighborhood was abandoned when negotia-

tions between the Model Cities Policy Board and the AATA failed to result

in an agreement.

Subsequently, in November 1970, the city submitted a proposal for a

dial-a-ride pilot project to the State of Michigan Bureau of Transporta-

tion for funding as a demonstration. In August 1971, a contract was

signed by the state, and a proposal was submitted to local taxi operators

to run the system on behalf of the AATA. The taxi operators did not re-

spond to the proposal and subsequently took legal action which delayed

the start of service. The taxi companies in requesting an injunction

against the operation of a dial-a-ride system contended that:
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1) Dial-a-ride vehicles were really taxis and therefore, were re-

quired to obtain licenses under the city’s taxicab ordinance,

2) The granting of licenses to existing taxicabs implied that the

city had agreed not to offer a competing business, and

3) Ford Motor Company (a co-defendant in the suit) was being en-

riched by the program without giving adequate consideration
in return, thereby defrauding the public.

In response, the City of Ann Arbor filed a motion for a summary judg-

ment and was joined by Ford Motor Company in that motion. The city

claimed that:

1) Because dial-a-ride vehicles were not subject to the specific
directions of their passengers they were not taxis,

2) The city had the right to further the public interest by im-
proving public transportation and this right had been upheld
by earlier U.S. Supreme Court decisions, and

3) While Ford would obtain useful data from the project, the data

would be available to all interested parties, and Ford would

loan a vehicle for use in the pilot project at no cost to the

city.

The Washtenaw County Circuit Court granted the city's motion for a summary

judgment, thereby dismissing the case.’*" The taxi companies appealed, but

in June 1972, the Michigan Court of Appeals unanimously upheld the deci-

sion of the Circuit Court and cleared the way for the start of the pilot

proj ect.

The pilot project service area was located in the southwest portion

of the city and offered service from anywhere within this residential zone

to several destinations outside of the zone including the downtown, a shop-

ping center, the university, and two hospitals. Door-to-door service was

also provided for any trips with both an origin and a destination within

A transcript of the court's opinion is included in Lax, Jerold, "Dial-a-
Ride Project in Ann Arbor: Legality," in Special Report 136

,
Transporta-

tion Research Board, Washington DC, 1973, pp. 71 to 74.
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the zone. These intra-zonal trips were given a lower priority and could

not always be served during peak periods. Figure 3.1 illustrates these

types of service. The project zone, which had an area of 1.3 square

miles initially, was expanded several times during the course of the dem-

onstration because of low ridership, and at the conclusion of the project

had an area of 2.4 square miles encompassing a population of 16,000 (approx-

imately 16% of the city’s population). The average income and automobile

ownership in the service area were higher than the averages for the city.

The project utilized three vans and one dispatcher who received all

calls, assigned them to vehicles, and answered requests for informa-

tion as well. Inbound riders called for doorstop pickup. Outbound

riders were requested to call for pickup at any of the permitted downtown

destinations but could also walk on without calling in advance at these

stops. Fares were 60q with free transfer to line buses. Line bus

riders could transfer to dial-a-ride by paying 25q in addition to the

basic line bus fare of 350-

The pilot project was run from September 1971 until September 1972.^

Prior to the demonstration, AATA had set a 200 to 300 passenger per day

ridership level as the standard for a "moderately successful" project.

By the end of the project, ridership had reached over 200 passengers per

day. Ridership on the fixed-route passing through the area did not de-

crease after the introduction of dial-a-ride. Wait times averaged 11

minutes from the time of request for service to the pickup time and in-

^In fact, after the state demonstration funding ended in September 1972,

the city, at the request of citizens in the pilot project area, continued
operating the dial-a-ride service with city appropriations until June
1973 when a special property tax millage was passed and subsequently
used to expand the pilot project into the Teltran system.
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vehicle time averaged 13 minutes.

The total operating cost of the project was $89,000. Capital costs

were $10,800, and planning and publicity costs were $24,000. The project

generated $24,900 in operating funds and received $61,200 from the State

of Michigan. The remaining costs were covered by services and funds

totalling $22,500 from the city and $15,200 of services contributed by

the Ford Motor Company.

The AATA was very encouraged by the results of the pilot project.

Overall transit ridership originating in the southwest zone doubled from

the pre-pilot project levels on the fixed route service, and there was

evidence from onboard surveys that dial-a-ride was appealing to individ-

uals not reached by regular line bus service. As a result, the pilot

project experience provided the major stimulus for the development of

the Teltran system. The success of the pilot project also was instrumen-

tal in the development of the Michigan Department of State Highways and

2
Transportation Dial-a-Ride Program. The program provides 100% financing

for dial-a-ride demonstration projects in small communities and rural

areas for one year and up to 33% of the operating costs in subsequent

years. Currently 28 communities are participating in this program.

3.2 TELTRAN SYSTEM

3 '. 2.1 Design and Implementation

In April 1971, long after the initial steps had been taken toward

Hlore detailed documentation of the results of the pilot project are avail-
able in AATA, Dial-a-Ride Pilot Project Final Report, April 1973, and
numerous other sources.

2
See Michigan Department of State Highways and Transportation, Michigan
Dial-a-Ride Transportation Program Status Report . Revised February 1976.
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implementation of the dial-a-ride pilot project, but before that project

had begun operating, the AATA adopted a statement of goals and objectives

which called for:

1) A coordinated public transportation system for the urbanized
area permitting any individual to make any desired trip.

2) A public transportation system of sufficient size and influ-
ence to reduce auto ownership to one car per family and to

maintain it at that level.

These goals reflected, to some extent, the increasing interest in

environmental preservation within the city and an explicit social objec-

tive of providing transit to all residents. The pilot project served as

a "field test" of the extent to which demand-responsive service could

contribute toward meeting these objectives. The results of the pilot

project convinced the AATA that demand-responsive transit could have a

significant role in increasing transit usage in Ann Arbor and reducing

the dependence on the automobile. In retrospect, the pilot project

really served as the first phase in the development and incremental im-

plementation of the Teltran system. During the fall of 1972, after con-

sidering several alternative system configurations, the AATA, aided by

citizen input and their consultants, developed the plan for the Teltran

1
system.

The basic concept embodied in the original Teltran plan was for

city-wide transit coverage provided by integrated line bus and demand-

responsive service during evening and weekend periods. In peak hours, the

plan envisioned eleven dial-a-ride zones, each served by 2 to 4 vehicles,

"*~See AATA, "Proposal for an Expanded Community-Wide Public Transportation
System," prepared for the Ann Arbor City Council and Citizens of Ann
Arbor. January 18, 1973.
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This service was to bewith coordinated transfers to express line buses,

supplemented by school and work subscription service where demand and trip

patterns made such service feasible. During weekday off-peak periods, the

system would collapse to 6 dial-a-ride zones, each with 3 to 5 vehicles,

and again with coordinated transfers to line buses. The evening and week-

end service was to be provided by 4 dial-a-ride zones with no regularly

scheduled line bus service. The plan called for a reduction of basic

fare on the system to 25c with free transfers.

The first test of the Teltran plan came in April 1973, when the

AATA asked the voters in the City of Ann Arbor for financial support for

public transportation in the form of a 2.5 mill property tax. The AATA

publicly committed itself to using this tax revenue to implement the Tel-

tran plan. While the Republican Party opposed the plan on the grounds

that it was too expensive, it did not stress the plan as a campaign is-

sue. Both the Democratic Party and the Human Rights Party, a local stu-

dent oriented party holding one city council seat at the time of the elec-

tion, supported both the plan and the tax.

The AATA initiated the founding of a citizens’ group to campaign for

the millage and the group carried on an extensive media and door-to-door

canvassing effort. The plan was also supported by numerous other citizen

organizations, the downtown merchants, and the Ann Arbor News . No organ-

ized opposition occurred.

The charter amendment authorizing a permanent property tax for public

^The actual system implemented differed from the plan in several respects
and is described in the next section.
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transportation was passed by 61% of the vote. While the student vote may

have helped to pass the amendment, the vote did not represent a confron-

tation of any sort between the university community and the rest of Ann

Arbor. Although the citizens' campaign may have increased the margin of

victory, polls taken prior to the establishment of the citizens' commit-

tee showed a property tax dedicated to transit passing by a substantial

margin. Thus, for a number of reasons (environmental, social, mobility)

the residents of Ann Arbor strongly supported a tax for public transpor-

tation. The Teltran plan insured that every resident would be provided

with door-to-door transit service.

After passage of the millage, the Authority applied for, and re-

ceived, a Capital Improvement Grant from the Urban Mass Transportation

Administration for purchasing additional vehicles and communication

equipment, and expanding vehicle maintenance and storage facilities. Dur-

ing the summer of 1973, the AATA explicitly adopted and began a phased

implementation of the Teltran system. Fares were reduced to 25c» and in

the fall and winter of 1973, city-wide dial-a-ride service for the handi-

capped, utilizing specially equipped vehicles, and city-wide evening and

weekend dial-a-ride for all residents began. In 1974, the Ypsilanti

line bus service was initiated and Saturday service was supplemented by

some fixed route bus lines. During 1975, major expansion occurred and

daytime dial-a-ride service was extended incrementally to most of the

city. The remaining dial-a-ride zones were implemented during the summer

of 1976. By following an incremental implementation strategy, the AATA
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was able to make modifications to system design and operation based on

the operating experience with each new element of the system. In gener-

al, new daytime zones were not added until the service in all existing

zones was functioning smoothly. Section 3, 3 discusses the advantages

and disadvantages of this approach to system implementation.

3.2.2 System Description

As of May 1, 1976, the majority of the Teltran system has been

implemented. While somewhat different than the system specified in

the original plan (e.g., basic system configuration does not change

during daytime off-peak periods, the daytime system uses more zones

than anticipated, etc.), the existing system does rely heavily upon

the coordination of transfers between dial-a-ride and fixed-route

vehicles as originally intended.

The weekday Teltran system , operating between 6:30 AM and 6:15 PM,

is shown in Figure 3.2. Currently, dial-a-ride service is provided in

11 zones with three additional zones to be added later in 1976.^ The

areas in Figure 3.2 not covered by a dial-a-ride zone are the University

of Michigan campus (north and south of the Near Northeast zone) ,
and shop-

ping centers or other trip generators served directly by a line bus (be-

tween the Far Southwest and Packard zones). Four fixed-route bus lines

are operated during weekday hours. One line is an express loop, with

vehicles operating in both directions, routed circumferentially around

^In June 1976, daytime dial-a-ride service was initiated in the Burns
Park and Devonshire zones. In July, service was initiated in the Near
Southeast zone. In addition, the Far Southeast and Medford zones were
combined into one zone. However, since all the data used for this eval-
uation was obtained prior to these system additions, the results pre-
sented apply to the system as it existed in May 1976, and as shown in
Figure 3.2.
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the city and passing through the CBD. The other three lines are radial

routes which cross at the CBD.

For trips within a particular zone, the dial-a-ride service is many-

to-many. For trips between zones, at least one transfer is required. For

these inter-zone trips, the dial-a-ride service is many-to-one, collecting

riders and taking them to a specific transfer point, and one-to-many,

picking riders up at the transfer point and distributing them to destina-

tions within the zone (see Figure 3.3). At a transfer point, depending on

their destination, riders board either a fixed route line bus or a dial-

a-ride van serving an adjacent zone and the same transfer point. Each

zone serves one or two transfer points and the vans in four of the zones

(the 3 "near" zones and Miller) provide direct service downtown to the

4th and William transfer point.

In each zone the vehicles operate on a fixed-time tour and tours are

generally one half hour in length. Vehicle tours generally begin and

end at the same transfer point. However in some zones, vehicle tours are

made between two transfer points (where zones serve two transfer points),

or between a transfer point and a major activity center within that zone.

In these latter two cases, the service provided is a point deviation type

of service (see Figure 3.3). There are one to five vehicles serving each

zone depending on the time of day, the zone size, and the level of demand.

Table 3.1 shows the distribution of vehicles by zone for the weekday

service

.

For the most part, all dial-a-ride trips are prescheduled and entire

tours are transmitted to each van when it reaches a transfer point. How-

ever, a large number of unscheduled riders board at transfer points (both
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TABLE 3.1. DAYTIME DIAL-A-RIDE VEHICLE DEPLOYMENT

Zone

Number of Vehicles

Peak (7 :00-9 : 30AM,

3: 30-5 :30PM) Of fpeak

Plymouth (PLY) 4 2

Pontiac (PON) 2 1

Near Northwest (NNW) 3 3

Near Northeast (NNE) 2 1

Near Southwest (NSW) 5 3

Miller (MIL) 2 2

Far Northwest (FNW) 2 1

Far Southwest (FSW) 4 2

Far Southeast (FSE) 4
a

2

Packard (PAC) 2 1

Medford (MED) 2 1

TOTAL 32 19

a
3 during PM peak
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walk-ons and transfers from other vehicles) and occasionally dispatchers

. . . 1
insert a trip into an ongoing tour.

The fixed-route buses operate generally with 15 minute headways dur-

ing peak hours and 30 minutes during the offpeak. Table 3.2 summarizes

the characteristics of these routes. The Loop Express runs in both direc-

tions and connects all major shopping malls, hospitals, the downtown, and

the University of Michigan main campus. In addition, the loop connects 5

transfer points which serve six of the outlying dial-a-ride zones. Stops

are made at each transfer point and other major trip generators and local

service is provided along portions of the route.

The Miller-Huron route runs in a loop through the northwest portion

of the city and serves two senior citizen complexes and the Maple Village

shopping center. Maple Village also serves as a transfer point for both

the Far Northwest and Miller zones. Local stops are made along a portion

of the route. The Washtenaw route runs southeast from the Ann Arbor CBD

and through the Medford-Manchester transfer point. A continuation of

this route provides service to downtown Ypsilanti. Buses make local

stops in the center of Ann Arbor and run express with limited stops there-

after. The Packard route also runs southeast from the CBD but through the

Stone School and Eisenhower transfer point. It makes local stops and

serves a high density corridor, a major low income housing area, Washtenaw

Community College and two shopping centers. Finally, during the AM peak

period, a line bus follows a fixed route through the Near Southwest zone.

This bus was established in response to heavy dial-a-ride ridership and

^A more detailed description of the scheduling and dispatching functions
is provided in Section 3.2.6.
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currently makes one scheduled inbound trip.

The coordination of transfers between dial-a-ride vans and line buses

for six of the outlying zones is keyed to the schedules of the line buses

on the express loop. The dial-a-ride tours in the Miller and Far North-

west zones are coordinated with the Miller-Huron fixed route bus schedules.

The transfer point for "near-in" zones is the downtown 4th and William

transfer point. Dial-a-ride vehicle tours and fixed route buses are sched-

uled to arrive at the transfer points at the same time. Both dial-a-ride

vans and line buses are required to wait for two minutes beyond the sched-

uled departure time for a late vehicle and can be held longer (for 5 minutes)

if a dispatcher requests an additional delay. ^ Informally, van drivers are

encouraged to try to arrive at transfer points prior to the scheduled arriv-

al time to minimize transfer wait times for the line buses. Figure 3.4 shows

a transfer occurring between a fixed- route bus and a dial-a-ride vehicle.

During weekday evenings , from 6:15 PM to 12:00 PM, city-wide dial-a-

ride service is provided by seven dial-a-ride zones. Trips made after

11:00 PM must be scheduled in advance. Each zone provides direct service

to the CBD as shown in Figure 3.5, and interzonal trips require a trans-

fer at the 4th and William transfer point. One dial-a-ride van performs

downtown circulation and also connects to the 4th and William transfer

point. In addition, regular transit coaches provide a route deviation

service along Main Street between the downtown and Briarwood Mall with

door-to-door pickups made by deviations from the basic route. Callers

^Again, see Section 3.2.6 for a detailed description of driver and dis-
patcher interaction.
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whose trips can best be handled by the buses on this route are encouraged

to walk to Main Street to catch the bus. If doorstop pickup is desired,

the dispatcher radios the address to the appropriate line bus driver.

The evening service is provided by 12 vans and 2 transit coaches. As a

safety precaution and unlike daytime service, drivers are obliged to

serve only customers who make a telephone reservation.

On weekends ,
city-wide dial-a-ride service is provided between 8:00

AM and 6:00 PM in nine dial-a-ride zones. In addition, limited line bus

service is provided _ between downtown to Briarwood Mall as shown in

Figure 3.6. Again, this is a route-deviation service along Main Street.

Another fixed route bus operates in the Huron-Maple Village area. There

is also a downtown circulator bus on a fixed schedule.

€

To obtain door-to-door service, people place a phone call to the

dispatching center. Free telephones are located in key downtown

locations for return-to-home trips. To facilitate scheduling,

riders are encouraged to phone in a trip order in advance. Regular

riders can place a standing order reservation for pickup at a scheduled

time for a periodic (e.g., daily or weekly, etc.) trip. Riders also can

flag a dial-a-ride van or walk on at a transfer point without a telephone

reservation if there is a space on that particular tour.

In addition to the services discussed above, the AATA provides city-

wide ' dial-a-ride service for the handicapped . The door-to-door service

is provided by vans equipped with wheelchair lifts. Currently two ve-

hicles are used during all hours of operation. The acquisition of addi-

tional vans will allow an extension of this service to elderly and handi-
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capped citizens outside of Ann Arbor but within the AATA service area.

Finally, the AATA operates five fixed-route bus lines in Ypsilanti .

Figure 3.7 displays the current configuration of these routes which con-

nect with Ann Arbor service in downtown Ypsilanti via an extension of the

Ann Arbor-Washtenaw route. Headways are 30 minutes in the peak periods

and 60 minutes in the offpeak. Five full size transit coaches provide

service along the 38 miles of fixed routes.

As mentioned previously, the AATA services do not compete with the

free shuttle bus service provided by the University of Michigan between

its two campuses and various peripheral parking facilities. For the most

part, the university system serves intra-university trips but connections

to the Teltran system can be made easily from the main campus. Because

the system is not policed, the general public also can use the university

system for in tra- university trips.

3.2.3 Fare Structure

The current AATA fare structure is shown in Table 3. 3. The basic

fare is 25c with free transfers. Individual and monthly passes, good

for unlimited rides, also are available. Special fares are available to

certain transit dependent groups, as shown. A "self-declaration" policy

is in effect to determine the eligibility of low income families defined

as follows:

1
Prior to October 1976, the AATA offered school subscription service to

groups of 20 or more students travelling to the same school and living

within 1.5 miles of their school. This service was not in competition

with the Ann Arbor public school bus program which provides transporta-

tion to students living outside of a 1.5 mile radius of their school

but insufficient ridership resulted in the cancellation of this service.
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TABLE 3.3. AATA FARE POLICY

Service
Regular Fare
(dollars)

Fare for Qualified Low
Income, Elderly, and
Handicapped Riders

(dollars)

All service within
Ann Arbor

0 . 25 1.25 for 10 tokens

Ypsilanti to Ann Arbor
line bus

0.50 0.25 for 2 tokens

Individual monthly pass

for unlimited rides
10.00 5.00

Family monthly pass for
unlimited rides for

family traveling as a

group

15.00 7.50

Transfers 0.0 0.0

Dial-a-ride for handicapped NA 0.25
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Number in Family
Maximum Income

(dollars)

1 3,428
2 4,492
3 5,556
4 6,620
5 or more 7,684

Elderly riders are defined as those individuals over 60 years of age.

The AATA has also provided free tokens to a number of groups or individ-

uals including those people involved with the Inmate Rehabilitation Pro-

gram. As a promotional device, coupons redeemable for a free token

were included in a printed advertisement which was run in seven local

papers during mid-January 1976. By April 1976, a total of 155 of these

coupons had been used. This device had been tried a number of times

before with similar results.

3.2.4 Vehicles and Fixed Facilities

The Ann Arbor Transportation Authority maintains a fleet of 92 ve-

hicles including vans, transit buses, school buses and service vehicles.

The fleet has been rapidly expanding and much of it has been acquired

over the last two years. A complete inventory of the fleet is provided

in Table 3.4.

The 48 vans and 32 transit buses form the basic fleet for dial-a-

ride and line bus service, respectively. Equipment soon to be delivered

includes seven wheelchair lift-equipped vans, and grant approval has

been obtained for purchases of eight vans and three transit coaches.
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TABLE 3.4. AATA VEHICLE FLEET

Fleet Class

Number of

Vehicles Vehicle Type

1 4

VANS

12-passenger 1973 Dodge B-300

2 10 12-passenger 1974 Dodge B-300

3 34 12-passenger 1975 Dodge B-300

SUBTOTAL 48
(four with lift for handicapped)

4 5

transit BUSES

28-passenger 1970 GMC 3301

5 7 33-passenger 1970 GMC 3301A

6 2 45-passenger 1966 GMC 4519

7 4 45-passenger 1970 GMC 4521A

8 11 40-passenger 1970 GMC 4523A

9 _3 53-passenger 1969 GMC 5306A

SUBTOTAL 32

10 3

SCHOOL BUSES

54-passenger 1973 Ford B-600

11 4 48-passenger 1973 Ford B-600
1 54-passenger 1973 Ford B-600

12 _3 66-passenger 1966 Ford B-750

SUBTOTAL 11

99 1

SERVICE VEHICLES

Ford fork lift, service truck, and parts
van

TOTAL 92
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The most recent additions to the AATA fleet reflect the Authority's

decision to standardize the fleet on two vehicle sizes, 12-passenger

dial-a-ride vans and 40-passenger transit coaches for line and subscrip-

tion service. The dial-a-ride vehicles are an automotive manufacture

compact van with a high quality conversion to provide a higher roof for

adult standing headroom (74 inches), a driver-operated passenger door

with a very low step (12 inches), and a high quality interior. The base

van is the heaviest available with all possible options to make the van

better suited to stop-start duty cycles including the highest capacity

suspension and the largest brakes. The engine compartment is insulated

from the passenger compartment with a minimum 1 inch thick fiberglass

material, or equivalent, to minimize interior coach noise, heat, and fumes.

The vans have full floor carpeting and 12 foot-candle illumination (mini-

mum) over the entire normal reading position of each two-passenger seat.

The vans for handicapped service are equipped with a curbside hy-

draulically powered wheelchair lift and appropriate interior hardware to

secure at least four wheelchairs, or any combination of wheelchairs and

seats (12 seats without wheelchairs). These vans have a single door with

a 73 inch high by 24 inch wide opening and stanchions and grab rails in

the entrance area. Figure 3.8 shows a lift-equipped van in service.

The most recent purchase prices (early 1976) for the regular 12-

passenger vans, lift-equpped vans, and 40-passenger buses are $14,000,

$15,700 and $60,000, respectively. However, bus costs vary by as much

as $1,700 depending on which options are selected.
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New registering fareboxes and vacuum-operated coin handling equip-

ment, with a combined cost of $2,410 each, including installation, are

being placed on all vehicles. All dial-a-ride vehicles are being

fitted with new three-channel voice radios, which include a "silent

alarm" emergency transmitter and cost $3,050 and to which a digital data

capability (estimated cost is $2,300) can be added in the future.

The Ann Arbor Transportation Authority presently operates a main-

tenance and storage facility in Pittsfield Township just outside of

the Ann Arbor city limits. Originally occupied on a lease basis in

March 1973, the site was purchased as the permanent base of operations

in December 1973, after an extensive study of alternatives. Availability

of land for expansion and compatible neighboring land use were major

factors in selecting a relocation site. The site of a previous facility

located in a more residential area had been the subject of numerous pub-

lic complaints.

The present facility provides 6,000 square feet of office space in-

cluding the dispatching center, as well as six large garage bays, a ma-

chine shop, and a parts storage area.

The AATA is presently implementing a plan for upgrading exist-

ing buildings and new construction under a $2.5 million Federal Capital

Improvement Grant. A new 45,000 square foot storage building to house

the entire AATA fleet is planned at a cost of approximately $1.1 million.

Currently, the fleet is stored outdoors on this site. A completely new

daily service line, for fueling, maintenance checks, farebox emptying,
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bus cleaning, and washing (including an automatic bus washer at $44,000),

is scheduled for construction. Funding ($98,600) has been ap-

proved for the purchase of the following maintenance equipment: hoists,

lubrication equipment, brake drum lathes, benches, testers and tools.

The Authority's five year plan calls for construction of more storage

facilities on the same site to house additional buses to be procured

during fiscal years 1978 and 1980.

3.2.5 Staffing

Since the start of the implementation of the Teltran system, the

AATA has acquired a new management team and has grown rapidly. The number

of full time equivalent drivers and dispatchers has increased from a

total of 25 in 1973, to a total of 180 in 1976. Table 3.5 summarizes the

growth in all staff categories from fiscal year 1974 to fiscal year 1976.

However, the actual number of individuals working for the AATA is larger

since some staff are part time.

Generally, the staff is young and well educated, and many view em-

ployment with the AATA as a well paying but transitional job. While the

staff is unionized, it has disaffiliated with the national union and formed

the independent Transportation Employees Union. During the latest con-

tract negotiations in the fall and winter of 1975, the union stressed many

nOn-f inancial issues in seeking a broader staff role in the management of

the AATA. The current wage rates and those for fiscal year 1975 and 1977

are shown in Table 3.6. The rates reflect a desire on the part of the
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TABLE 3.5. STAFFING LEVELS

Staff Category
Fiscal Year^ (Number of Employees)

1974 19 75 1976

~ .
a

Drivers 59 82 150

Dispatchers 6 18 30

Bus Counsellors 12 14 13

Maintenance 10 18 25

Administration 13 15.5 17.5

Total Staff 100 137.5 235.5

Si

The figures represent the number of full-time equivalent employees,

kjuly 1-June 30

C
Prior to the cancellation of school subscription service in October

1976, bus counsellors rode school subscription runs to relive drivers

of any disciplinary responsibilities.

TABLE 3.6. HOURLY WAGE LEVELS
S

Staff Category

Fiscal Year^ (Dollars)

1975 1976 1977

Motor Coach Operator 4.78 5.15 5.40
Dispatcher 4.83 5.15 5.40
Service Employee 4.10 4.96 5.40
Mechanic Helper 4.60 5.09 5.40

Mechanic I 5.55 6.10 6.35
Mechanic II 5.85 6.40 6.65
Counsellors O oo

0
5.15 5.40

Clerical 3.96 4.25 4.50
MCO Training 2.60 3.00 3.65
MCO Probationary 2.42 4.75 5.00

a
Source: Transportation Employees Union AATA Contract Settlement

Summary

.

b
July 1-June 30.

C
Daily

.
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union to equalize, to the extent possible, wage rates for all staff posi-

tions. The rates shown apply to part time as well as full time staff.

Recently, high turnover rates in the driver and dispatching staffs

have compounded the problems associated with system expansion and staff

training requirements. New staff can be hired and trained at the rate

of only three to four persons per week. Dispatchers often require a per-

iod of 4 to 5 months before becoming really proficient, while for drivers

the orientation period for really becoming familiar with the street sys-

tem can be from 6 to 7 months.

Drivers are trained to drive both full size coaches and dial-a-ride

vans. Since full size coaches are more difficult to operate, driver

training starts with these larger buses thereby screening out as quickly

as possible individuals who will not be able to operate all the vehicles

in the AATA fleet. Bids, assigning drivers to dial-a-ride tours or line

bus runs, are cut periodically with drivers choosing assignments in order

of years of tenure with the AATA.

3.2,6 Dispatching and Telephone Communication

The Teltran dispatch center, located at AATA headquarters, serves as

a clearinghouse for all information flows between the public and the sys-

tem, and between the dispatch center and drivers. A computer-aided com-

munications and dispatch system assists staff members in storing, organiz-

ing, retrieving and transmitting information; it is not fully automated,

however, and virtually all decision-making is performed by the staff.

Before the computer-assisted dispatching system was implemented in
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August, 1975, all assignment functions were performed manually. A large

board was established for each zone and an individual card was produced

for each trip request. All cards were mounted on the appropriate board

and combined into tours for driver dispatching. While this was an inex-

pensive way to initiate Teltran services, the complexity and volume of

the system made it desirable to provide a more efficient method of hand-

ling all the required data. The dispatching system was developed in re-

sponse to that need. The manual system is still used as backup for the

computer assisted dispatch system when major computer failures and "down

time" occur.

Figure 3.9 identifies the major flows of information between the dis-

patch center and users and drivers. Call-takers deal directly with the

public, respond to telephoned requests for service, answer questions,

choose the best tour to serve the trip, and record all related informa-

tion. Dispatchers edit tours, communicate with drivers by radio to

transmit tours, deal with emergencies and equipment failures, and coordin-

ate the transfers between the line bus and dial-a-ride vehicles. Although

these two operating functions are readily distinguishable, a staff member

may serve as either dispatcher or call taker, or both, during any shift,

depending on the work load. There is no difference in compensation be-

tween the two jobs.

The control room houses computer, telephone, and radio equipment de-

signed to increase the efficiency and reliability of the dispatching op-

eration. This equipment includes:'*’

Appendix A contains a more detailed description of control room equipment.
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1) a central minicomputer,

2) automatic telephone answering and holding equipment,

3) radio transmitting and receiving equipment, and

4) nine dispatch (or call-taker) terminals equipped with a cathode
ray tube display and keyboard input, a phone pad for incoming
lines, a radio channel selector, a microphone headset, and a

digital clock. A display indicating the next phone line to be

answered will be added soon.

The system software serves as the bookkeeper for the transit system.

All dial-a-ride tours for all zones are stored in the system for a given

day and each tour has an associated zone, transfer point, and time of de-

parture from that point. Calls for dial-a-ride service are logged in

through the video terminals and enter a list of pickups associated with

each tour. A master file of all daily call-in and standing order trips

are stored on disc, for daily tabulation of statistics. The call-taker

may access detailed information concerning the entire set of tours for

any day within the week using the video display and keyboard at his or

her station.^
-

While the computer does not perform any decision-making functions, it

facilitates dispatching by increasing the efficiency of a number of call-

taker and dispatcher tasks, including the assignment of trip requests to

tours, tour editing, and monitoring of system conditions (e.g., number of

riders on various vehicle tours). In addition, the system allows a number

of call-takers or dispatchers to access system information simultaneously

and significantly decreases the risk of "losing" trip requests.

^Appendix B indicates the major types of displays which may be requested
of, or provided by, the system.
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At present, it takes three dispatchers to cover the system. Two dis-

patchers, each with a separate geographical domain, handle the dial-a-ride

vans and a third is responsible for dispatching all line buses, including

instructing them of any actions required to facilitate transfers to or

from dial-a-ride vans. Theoretically, a supervisor responsible for such

functions as creating or deleting tours and handling bus assignments is on

duty at all times, but, in practice, a dispatcher may take on this respon-

sibility. The number of call-takers on duty at any given time varies in

response to the expected number of calls. At present, facilities are

available for up to six call-takers to work at once.

3. 2. 6.1 User/Call-Taker Interface

The call-taker is responsible for communications between the public

and the dispatch center and thus handles all incoming telephone requests

for service. When a user calls requesting service, a recorded message

first explains the nature of immediate, advance, and standing order reser-

vations, as well as providing a telephone number for additional informa-

tion. The caller is then placed on "hold" and hears recorded music until

a call-taker is able to answer the call. Call hold times are displayed

in the dispatch room to insure that service is on a first-come, first-

served basis. The call-taker enters the origin, destination, zone of

origin, and desired pickup time into the terminal. The computer auto-

matically supplies three vehicle tours, based on the zone of origin and

desired pickup time information. Each of these tours can potentially

serve this trip, depending on the rides previously booked. Thus, based

upon the number of pickups already assigned to these tours, their spa-
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tial distribution, and the caller's desired time of arrival at his or her

destination, the call-taker assigns the trip to a particular tour. The

call-taker also provides the caller with an estimated time of arrival

(ETA) of the dial-a-ride van at the pickup location. Usually, the ETA

quoted is a 5 to 15 minute interval. However, wider ranges may be quoted

if the system is experiencing problems due to breakdowns, bad weather,

or a shortage of staff.

If the caller's request for service involves travel totally within

a single zone, the determination of the proper tour is relatively simple.

Because the majority of dial-a-ride requests involve travel outside the

zone of origin, however, the assignment of a trip to a tour must take in-

to account the need to transfer. Typically, assignments are made by

working backward from the desired time of arrival. For example, suppose

a caller wishes to travel downtown from an outlying zone, a trip which

can only be made by taking a dial-a-ride van to a transfer point and then

riding a line bus downtown. The call-taker first determines the line

bus which will get the caller downtown at the required time and then

checks when this bus will be at the transfer point serving the caller's

dial-a-ride zone. The dial-a-ride tours which serve that transfer point

at the desired times are then identified and considered for serving the

caller's trip. When a suitable tour is found, the trip request is en-

tered into the computer. Depending on how many calls are currently "on

hold," the call-taker then tells the customer how to make the transfer(s)

and which line bus and dial-a-ride vehicle (s) to ride.
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3. 2. 6. 2 Dispatcher/Driver Interface

Dispatchers have full responsibility for the information flows be-

tween vehicles and the control system. At the present time, the tour

lists, containing the addresses of all pickups, are transmitted to the

appropriate driver by voice communication. The transmission occurs ap-

proximately five minutes before the start of each tour or whenever the

driver can conveniently copy the list. Since each dial-a-ride dispatcher

is responsible for up to 20 vans and the typical tour time is 30 minutes

during the peak, a new tour must be prepared and transmitted every few

minutes

.

Prior to transmitting the tour list, the dispatcher reviews it to

ensure that the pickup addresses are within the zone boundaries and that

the tour is feasible given the scheduled transfer times. The dispatcher

retains the flexibility of either moving trip requests from the initially

selected tour to another, or rearranging the order of pickups to make

the tour more efficient. Since call-takers do not specify exactly which

van will pick up a given passenger, the rider is usually oblivious to

such changes.

Digital radio transmission of the tour lists is planned for the near

future. Lists will then automatically appear on a L.E.D. display screen

in the vehicle at the driver’s request, but after the dispatcher has de-

termined that the list is properly edited and organized. The list will

remain on the screen until the driver requests a new tour. The intro-

duction of display screens into vehicles will greatly expedite the trans-

mission of tours from dispatchers to vehicles. Dispatchers will no lon-
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ger have to ask (often repeatedly) if the driver is "ready to copy" and

then read a list of addresses. Similarly, a driver can request the next

tour at the appropriate time and will not have to manually copy addresses

on a piece of paper. Transmission errors and the need to repeat garbled

messages will be eliminated. On the negative side, however, the display

screens will decrease the direct contact between drivers and dispatchers

and may hamper the "spirit of cooperation" required to handle other func-

tions smoothly like inserting new rides in ongoing tours or coordinating

transfers between vehicles.

Dispatchers have a number of additional functions, including:

a) Last-minute requests - When a request for service occurs near
the start time of an appropriate tour, the call-taker usually
asks the dispatcher if the pickup is possible. The dispatcher
communicates with the driver who determines whether to accept
or refuse the additional pickup, depending on the likelihood
of its jeopardizing his or her scheduled arrival at the trans-
fer point.

b) Coordination with a late vehicle - If a line bus or van is going
to be late in arriving at a transfer point, the dispatcher often
notifies the waiting vehicle. He or she may instruct a line bus
to wait up to 5 minutes beyond the scheduled departure time to

effect the transfer. Line buses will wait up to two minutes
without dispatcher instructions if the dial-a-ride van is late.

c) Emergency calls - Dispatchers handle emergency calls from dri-
vers including vehicle breakdowns and accidents, notify the
maintenance crew of any vehicle problems, and dispatch replace-
ment vehicles.

d) Recording of "no-shows " - If no one appears at a pickup address
within one minute of the arrival of the van and the horn being
sounded, the driver notifies the dispatcher of a "no-show." The
dispatcher records the address so that repeated occurrences at
a given address can be identified, checked, and refused service
in the future. The dispatcher can relay the no-show information
to the call-taker to clear up any error in case the customer
calls back.

e) Scheduling "extra" dial-a-ride vans - Extra vans, not assigned
to any particular tours, are used to assist with breakdowns and
overloads in demand. Scheduling these extra vans is the re-
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sponsibility of the dispatcher. In some cases, dispatchers de-
tect overloads when tour lists are reviewed before transmission.
However, overloads also occur unexpectedly if a large number
of riders walk-on at a transfer point. In such cases, the
driver alerts the dispatcher of the situation so that another
vehicle may cover some of the overloaded van's pickups.

3.3 TEHRAN IMPLEMENTATION

When the original plan for the Teltran system was developed, the

AATA explicitly decided to phase the system into full operation incre-

mentally. The rationale for adopting an incremental implementation stra-

tegy was to gain operating experience with each successive system addi-

tion and, where necessary, to make adjustments to both the services pro-

vided and internal operations as expansion continued. From a more prag-

matic point of view, such a strategy also allowed a smaller and continu-

ous staff recruiting and training program which could respond to the un-

predictable delays in the delivery of new vehicles and equipment. Thus,

the incremental implementation process has served as a method for learn-

ing about, and subsequently modifying, the operation of an innovative

service, while at the same time maintaining a given quality of service

as system expansion proceeds.

The implementation process began in the summer of 1973, soon after

the passage of the millage to support public transit, and the last daytime

dial-a-ride zones were phased into the system in the summer of 1976. How-

ever, even despite the slow pace of implementation for the Teltran system,

it was very difficult at times for the AATA to maintain service quality

in the face of both system expansion and relatively high staff turnover

rates. The staff training problem was exacerbated by underestimating the
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training and on-the-job experience required to produce skilled drivers

and dispatchers. It is interesting to note that the operating staff

and union generally have desired to delay each implementation step as

long as possible in the interest of maintaining service quality.

One of the major reasons that implementation was slow was the un-

predictable delivery time for equipment and the time required to pro-

cess grant applications. Although the initial Teltran capital grant was

filed the day after the property tax passed, the actual contract was ex-

ecuted over a year later. Equipment specification approvals often re-

quired 6 to 8 weeks and bids for equipment had to be advertised for a

45-day period. Vehicle and some telephone equipment delivery took up

to 9 months, and up to a month often was needed for acceptance tests.

There has been some impatience on the part of the public with the

slow pace of implementation. At the time of the millage election the

public endorsed a citywide transit system providing 100% coverage and

expectations were raised. Subsequently enthusiasm waned as inequities

in the provision of service remained as implemention proceeded. While

all citizens have contributed taxes to transit since the date of the

millage vote, some did not receive daytime dial-a-ride service until 3

years later. While the AATA felt a slow and careful phased implementa-

tion would provide the best systemwide service in the long run, public

pressure increased as implementation proceeded more slowly than expected.

A primary advantage of an incremental implementation strategy was

the ability to learn from experience and make modifications. However,

some of the changes and adjustments made during Teltran implementation
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evoked both staff and public criticism. At the most general level, too

many adjustments in service levels or type seemed to create a perception

on the part of the public that the AATA was "experimenting" and lacked

the expertise to do the job right from the beginning. Thus, the AATA

had to walk a tight rope of sorts. On one hand, management recognized

the uncertainties involved in developing an innovative service and freely

admitted to errors. Yet, on the other hand, they constantly had to ex-

plain why in hindsight specific problems were not anticipated.

Perhaps the most vocal group of individuals with reservations about

Teltran are former line bus users whose previous fixed-route service has

been replaced by dial-a-ride service often involving a transfer to line

bus. Clearly, some of these individuals are receiving worse service with

Teltran than with the pre-pilot fixed-route service. A number of these

people currently serve on the AATA Citizens’ Committee which is pushing

for the establishment of "service standards" to evaluate the Teltran sys-

tem.

In the Pontiac Heights area the elimination of a fixed-route bus

line caused substantial public reaction prompting the AATA to reinstitute

fixed route shuttle service on a trial basis. Subsequently, the shuttle

service was terminated due to lack of ridership. Residents often request

that it be established again, and there are plans to reinstate this ser-

vice. A previous direct line bus between downtown and the VA hospital is

being replicated to some extent by having the start and finish of dial-a-

ride tours in the Near Northeast zone alternate between downtown and the

hospital on a regularly scheduled basis.
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Numerous less visible operational changes also have occurred as a

result of the experience gained during incremental implementation.

These changes include adjustments in zone configurations, tour schedules,

and vehicle deployment. In the Plymouth zone, for example, a transfer

point at Huron High School was eliminated when suitable usage rates did

not develop. The AATA feels that many of these modifications would have

been much more difficult to accomplish if one shot systemwide implementa-

tion had occurred.

In addition to the user reactions to changes, some of the modifica-

tions to Teltran system operation or equipment have also created staff

problems. Perhaps the most notable example of such internal reactions

occurred when the Teltran system reached a size where computer aided dis-

patching was required. Many dispatchers comfortable with, and skilled at,

the manual dispatching procedure resisted the switch over to the current

dispatching operation. There may be similar resistance from both drivers

and dispatchers when L.E.D. display screens are installed in dial-a-ride

vehicles to facilitate the communication of vehicle tours from dispatcher

to the driver. Also, some of the changes to system configuration or op-

eration, which were clearly desirable from an overall system management

point of view, were not readily apparent to drivers working in a partic-

ular zone.

While the implementation process in Ann Arbor has generated some

problems, it is the strong feeling of AATA management that the implementa-

tion strategy adopted was extremely beneficial.
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3.4 FUTURE SYSTEM EXPANSION

With implementation of the Teltran system completed during the sum-

mer of 1976, there are a number of different perspectives on how the sys-

tem should be modified or expanded in the future. AATA management feels

that Teltran clearly has established a role for dial-a-ride service in

Ann Arbor. Both the AATA's 1975-80 Transit Development Program and the

Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti Urban Area Transportation Committee's (UATC) 1990

Plan propose major expansions to both the fixed route and dial-a-ride

portions of the Teltran system (see Figure 3. 10). ^ Dial-a-ride service

is planned to be extended to many rural areas currently with no public

transit. Additional line routes are planned for some areas currently

served directly only by dial-a-ride, while others are proposed for areas

currently with little or no public transit.

Whether and how the system actually expands in the future depends on

a number of key financial and political factors. First, future expansion

may hinge upon the continued increase in Federal and state funds for

transit operations. There is some feeling in Ann Arbor that AATA should

focus on providing service to the City where the local commitment to tran-

sit has been demonstrated by property tax support. The UAT Committee,

representing the entire urbanized area, is likely to push for expansion

of AATA services outside of Ann Arbor. However, even with continued

state and Federal operating assistance, any significant expansion of

"Slore recently, the City of Ann Arbor has completed a circulation study
for the central area which is consistent with the UATC plan and details
central area transit improvements.
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dial-a-ride service may require additional tax support from local commun-

ities.

Within the City of Ann Arbor there is some evidence of a growing fixed-

route versus dial-a-ride debate. Some individuals, including some members

of the AATA board and the AATA Citizens' Committee, feel that resources

currently allocated to dial-a-ride service could be better spent in improv-

ing and expanding fixed-route bus service. Some members of the Citizens'

Committee in cooperation with the AATA have developed interim service

standards for evaluating the Teltran system.

It is impossible to draw any conclusions about overall public senti-

ment concerning the Teltran system. However, even many of these individ-

uals questioning the current commitment to dial-a-ride recognize some role

for demand responsive service, particularly for specific transit dependent

groups. AATA management recognizes that some shift in emphasis to line

bus service in "mature" dial-a-ride zones (e.g., those with high demand

levels) may be desirable. Currently, one daily line bus run in the morn-

ing has been instituted in the Near Southwest zone as a response to high

dial-a-ride ridership. Similar service may be instituted in the Pontiac

Heights, Far Southwest, and Far Southeast zones in response to high peak

hour dial-a-ride ridership in those zones. Such shifts in service could

change the relative distribution of resources between dial-a-ride and

fixed route service.

The AATA management feels very strongly that the continued evolution

of the Teltran system is required and the ability to adapt has been, and

will continue to be, a major strength of the AATA's approach to system
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The AATA feels a number of factors dictateoperation and management,

the need for the system to evolve including changes in the public need

for transit, as well as changes in ridership (levels or patterns) and

the resources available for transit. Currently, the AATA in cooperation

with the Institute of Survey Research of the University of Michigan is

developing, and conducting the first phase of what is viewed as an on-

going approach to system evaluation including user and non-user attitude

surveys. This evaluation effort is viewed as one means to identify the

directions in which system evolution should occur. Naturally, the actual

direction that transit in Ann Arbor takes over the next few years may

depend on many factors. One key element may be the shifts in consensus

on the AATA board as new members are appointed.

Since completion of this evaluation effort, the AATA has combined two of
the daytime dial-a-ride zones (Medford and Far Southeast) to improve
internal operations and has experimented with a change in the downtown
transfer point to provide more convenient downtown service.
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4. TELTRAN LEVEL OF SERVICE

4.1 COVERAGE

A major local objective for the Teltran system is to provide 100%

geographical coverage during all hours of service. By the summer of 1976

the AATA met this objective fully by implementing daytime dial-a-ride

service in the one remaining zone without service. The coverage object-

ive has been met since December 1973 for the weekend and evening service

There is no question that by providing 100% geographic coverage, the

Teltran system allows all residents of Ann Arbor to make any trip within

the city by transit. It is also clear from informal interviews conducted

during the onboard survey which was performed for this evaluation that

door-to-door service and low fares allows many transit dependents

to make trips they otherwise could not make. However, the provision

of 100% geographic coverage generally involves a tradeoff with the level

of service that can be provided and does not imply equality in the level

of service provided to different subareas or types of trips.

Section 3 described in detail the type of service provided by

the Teltran system during different time periods including the

system configuration, vehicle utilization rates, headways, tour times,

route miles, and vehicle density. Table 4.1 summarizes these coverage

characteristics. The discussion here focuses on the differences in the

level of service provided to different groups and for different trip

types.

Table 4.2 compares the distributions of dial-a-ride vehicle hours
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and ridership for different time periods. The table shows that weekend

service, in contrast to weekday service, generates a higher proportion of

total dial-a-ride ridership than the percentage of total vehicle hours

allocated to that service. However, given the different system configur-

ations and the different types of trips being made during these two per-

iods, it is difficult to conclude whether the level of service, even for

intra-zonal trips, is higher during weekday hours. In fact, weekday ser-

vice includes many relatively unproductive dial-a-ride vehicle hours dur-

ing mid-day periods which alone could explain the figures in Table 4.2

During weekday daytime periods, dial-a-ride tours which are filled

mostly by standing orders receive a higher level of service than regular

tours. The service provided to tours filled with standing orders is sim-

ilar to subscription service, with less variability in pickup times and

in-vehicle times than for non-standing order trips. Not surprisingly, be-

cause of the popularity of the service, many AM peak period tours are filled

with standing orders. Since PM peak period trips from downtown often

start on a line bus, a standing order for the return trip is not required.

The results of the onboard survey, discussed in detail in the follow-

ing section, indicate that average dial-a-ride wait, in-vehicle and trans-

fer times do not vary significantly by zone for the non-standing order

weekday service. This suggests that vehicles are deployed, depending on

the zone size and the level of demand, in order to give approximately the

same level of service within each zone. However, the level of service

for inter-zonal trips varies markedly. The daytime Teltran system pro-

vides the best service for trips going from outer zones to downtown or
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a numb ervice versa and for trips between major activity centers (e.g.,

of shopping centers, hospitals, and the downtown are served directly by

the express loop line bus). As the standing order survey indicated,

travel time increases proportionally with the number of transfers made,

and a trip downtown from any zone involves no more than one transfer.

Four zones have direct service downtown. Since dial-a-ride vans

generally arrive at transfer points prior to the line bus, an out-

bound trip from the downtown to an outer zone receives somewhat better

service than the same trip inbound since no transfer wait time

is involved.

Trips involving two transfers are generally crosstown trips, though

in some cases trips between adjacent zones require two transfers and may

have very circuitous routings resulting in travel times even higher than

for crosstown trips. For example, where adjacent zones are not served

by the same transfer point, an inter-zonal trip would involve taking

dial-a-ride to a transfer point, transferring to a line bus to get to

another transfer point, and finally using dial-a-ride again to get to the

final destination.

As mentioned in the previous section, while there is public concern

with the poor surface condition of many local roads, it is unlikely that

major street improvements will occur within the city inside the freeway

ring. However, in general, traffic conditions are good and parking within

a reasonable distance (10 minute walk) of the downtown is usually avail-

able and low priced. As a result, Teltran generally is not competitive
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(in terms of travel times) with auto for a large number of trips within

Ann Arbor. The AATA’s interim service standards state that in-vehicle

time including transfer time should not exceed 30 minutes, 40 minutes,

and 60 minutes for intra-zonal trips, trips to the downtown, and cross-

town trips, respectively. While often intra-zonal and downtown trips

on Teltran probably take only 2 to 3 times the direct auto driving time,

crosstown trips, as the executive director of the AATA notes, may have

travel times which are 4 to 5 times the direct auto driving time."*" It

should be noted, however, that in some cases for peak period trips from

outlying zones to the downtown, Teltran is competitive with the auto.

Despite these travel time differences, however, there is evidence

from AATA onboard surveys that Teltran is attracting trips previously

made by auto. One factor encouraging such trips is the low fare charged.

The basic fare is 25c and transfers are free. Reduced fare passes are

available for qualified handicapped, elderly, and low income individuals,

and monthly passes available to the general public may result in reduced

fares, depending on the number of trips taken (more than 44 trips per

month would result in a reduced fare) . The low fares are consistent with

the provision of 100% geographic coverage in supporting the AATA's desire

to make public transit available to everyone. The AATA estimates that 500

passes are sold each month. Thus, for an extremely low fare, door-

to-door service can be obtained and some auto trips are being attracted

to Teltran. With an average in-vehicle distance of 2.3 miles on daytime

dial-a-ride, a similar trip by taxi at the current rates in Ann Arbor

would cost $1.78 for the dial-a-ride portion alone. While direct

’'"Guenther, Karl W.
, oj). cit .
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routing by taxi would decrease trip distance somewhat, it is clear that

taxi service is significantly more expensive than transit for most trips

in Ann Arbor.

Finally, while the AATA provides 100% geographic coverage during all

hours of operation, it is clear that some individuals receive worse tran-

sit service today for at least some trips than they did prior to the imple-

mentation of Teltran. The individuals receiving worse service are former

fixed-route users whose previous line bus service was terminated or re-

routed during Teltran implementation. In general, it has been former line

bus users who are now forced, due to the system configuration, to take

dial-a-ride to a transfer point or directly to their destinations, who are

the most vocal opponents of the Teltran system. While new fixed-route ser-

vice is likely to be established in zones with increasing dial-a-ride rider-

ship, it was inevitable that the system configuration required to shift

from exclusively fixed-route to integrated service would leave some indi-

viduals with worse transit service. Subsequent service modifications are

unlikely to restore the previous level of service enjoyed by some line bus

riders

.

4.2 TRAVEL TIME AND RELIABILITY

In order to obtain up to date information on the travel times and

the phone wait and service times provided by the Teltran system, a lim-

ited data collection effort was undertaken. While it would have been

desirable to obtain travel time information on both the fixed-route and

dial-a-ride components of the system, due to time and resource limita-

tions, the surveys which were conducted focused, for the most part, on
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the dial-a-ride portion of the system.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the various components of telephone, wait,

and travel time for a trip originating on dial-a-ride and involving a

transfer to a second vehicle. If the trip involves more than one trans-

fer, additional transfer time and in-vehicle time components will extend

the line. If the trip originates on a line bus, the time components of

interest begin with the wait time for the first vehicle. In fact, as

a result of the design of the Teltran system, different trips may involve

the following sequences of vehicles:

a) One transfer trips: dial-a-ride (DAR) or Line bus,

b) Two transfer trips: DAR-Line; Line-DAR; DAR-DAR,

c) Three transfer trips: DAR-Line-Line ; DAR-Line-DAR; Line-Line-DAR.

Naturally, the time components involved in each of these trips varies.

For trips originating on dial-a-ride, the time components of interest

also vary depending on when service is desired and how the reservation is

made. For all phone in trips for dial-a-ride service, the telephone hold

and service times are important. If the caller wants immediate service ,

then all the time components, from the "end of call" point on, are of in-

terest. If the caller is making a trip reservation in advance for pickup

at a later time, the response time is not relevant and only the time com-

ponents from the wait time on are important. Finally, for individuals

who have standing orders or regular prescheduled trips (e.g., daily,

weekly, etc.), only the wait time and subsequent times are relevant since
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a phone call is not required each time the standing order trip is made.

The three surveys that were conducted collected data on various phone

and trip time components (both perceived and actual) for a number of trip

types. The surveys that were conducted include:"^

1) Dispatch room surveys : telephone hold and service time data was
collected on a number of days and during different time periods
by direct observation in the dispatch room.

2) Onboard survey : a one week (5 weekdays) survey was conducted
on dial-a-ride vans. Data was collected on actual response
time, in-vehicle time and transfer time as well as perceived
telephone hold time, response time and wait time. All daytime
dial-a-ride zones were surveyed and the distribution of re-
sponses by zone was approximately the same as the distribution
of total dial-a-ride phone-in ridership. ^ All dial-a-ride
users except standing orders were included in the onboard sur-

vey.

3) Mail-out survey : A separate survey of individuals with daily
(e.g., 5 weekdays) standing orders was conducted by mail.

These individuals were asked to keep a one week record of their
travel times, including in-vehicle time on the second vehicle
if a transfer was made.

Both the onboard and standing order surveys were conducted during the

week of April 5 to 9 , 1976. The dispatch room surveys were conducted on

four different days during late March and early April 1976. The results of

these surveys are discussed below for each of the phone service and travel

time components included in Figure 4.1.

4.2.1 Telephone Service

Information on current phone level of service in terms of the fre-

quency of occurrence of busy signals, hold times, and processing times

A more detailed discussion of these surveys in terms of their design,
pretest, execution, and data processing can be found in Appendix C.

2Again, refer to Appendix C for the exact percentages of survey responses
and ridership by zone.
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was obtained from the surveys conducted for this evaluation and from a

phone company busy signal study. The discussion of the issues and

problems associated with telephone access and equipment was a direct

result of extensive discussions with AATA staff.

4. 2. 1.1 Telephone Hold Time

One of the most frequent complaints about the Teltran system is that

telephone waiting times for requesting dial-a-ride service are too long.

Some customers have complained that they were on hold so long that vans

actually have gone by their house while they were waiting for a call-

taker. Long telephone hold times can both limit the use of dial-a-ride

and discourage people from cancelling an unwanted but previously scheduled

trip.

Hold time data was collected by direct observation of the hold time

display board in the dispatching room and the results are shown in Table

4.3. Because there is a recorded message played for every call regard-

less of whether a call-taker is immediately available, the minimum hold

time for any call is .3 minutes. On all three days during which data

was collected, the weather was clear and warm and no major system break-

downs occurred. As a result, dispatchers on duty felt the load of calls

was lighter than usual and, due to the relatively small number of obser-

vations in each period, the results may not represent an accurate measure

of system hold time.

The survey results show that the longest hold times occured during

the AM peak hours, the period with the highest concentration of
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calls. During 1975, dial-a-ride service was greatly expanded and numer-

ous telephone related problems (including some very long hold times) oc-

curred as phone capacity was being increased. The survey results suggest

that phone hold times are now approaching levels which are consistent with

the AATA's Interim Service Standards, which require that 95% of all calls

2
be answered within 3 minutes . The survey indicates that such a goal may

have been reached already with 95% of all observed hold times being within

2.9 minutes. However, more sampling during each time period (including

weekday evenings and weekends) is required to verify that Teltran is satis-

fying this standard on a system-wide basis.

As part of the onboard survey, riders were asked how long they had

waited on hold in order to make their current trip reservation. The dis-

tribution of responses to this interval choice question (1 minute inter-

vals) is shown in Figure 4.2. Not surprisingly, the perceived hold times

reported in the onboard survey are significantly larger than those ob-

3
served directly in the dispatch room.

When all 15 phone lines are in use, a customer encounters a busy sig-

nal. As part of the onboard survey, riders who telephoned for service

were asked how many times busy signals were encountered as they made the

reservation for their current trip. The results are presented in Figure

4.3. The distribution did not vary significantly in different time per-

mit should be noted that phone hold times also vary with the individual
call-takers and dispatchers on duty at any given time.

2AATA "AATA Interim Policy on Service Standards," August 4, 1976.

3Assuming the midpoint of each interval is the mean hold time for all ob-
servations in that interval (and assuming a 4.5 minute mean for the last

interval), the mean perceived hold time is 2.2 minutes or approximately

twice the mean observed hold time of 1.12 minutes for all observations.
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iods and 80% of the respondents reported encountering no busy signal,

while 90% reported one or less. However, there is no way of knowing the

number of callers who gave up upon encountering a busy signal, except

through special Bell Telephone monitoring. ^ During the dispatch room

surveying, however, all lines were observed to be in use only a few times.

During the initial phases of the implementation of Teltran, busy phones

were a major customer complaint. In a February 1975, onboard survey con-

ducted by AATA only 8% of the riders listed "busy phones" as a reason

for dissatisfaction with the service.

4. 2. 1.2 Call Processing Time

Although call processing time is not perceived by the customer to be

as onerous as hold time, the actual length of the conversation between

customer and call-taker often is greater than hold time. Call processing

time varies both by the type of call being made (e.g. immediate service,

one or more advance orders, trip reservation and information) and

the individual call-takers and dispatchers on duty. Because consulta-

tions between call-taker, dispatcher, and driver are sometimes required,

an inexperienced call-taker or dispatcher can significantly increase call

processing times. During periods of heavy demand, call processing times

tend to increase because the communication between the dispatch staff and

drivers generally is slower irrespective of the experience of the staff

performing each function. The increase in call processing times during

heavy demand periods also increases telephone hold times.

^A telephone company study during the 5-day period from February 23 to 27,

1976, indicated that busy signals were encountered by 50 callers. Dur-
ing the period March 23-26, 1976, the phone company reported 306 callers
encountered busy signals (191 occurred within a one hour period and

raised questions about the validity of the data)

.
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The data on call processing time was collected during the

busiest time period, from 7:45 AM to 12 PM on a weekday (April 1976).

Seven different call-takers were observed randomly to reduce any individ-

ual bias but it was not possible to distinguish the different types of

calls being serviced. The weather on the day of the survey was clear

and warm, resulting in a relatively light volume of calls but two minor

computer failures occurred and caused several long processing times.

A total of 141 calls were observed and the mean processing time was

1.0 minutes. As reported previously, the mean phone hold time for the

same time period but for a different day of the same week was 1.75 min-

utes. The maximum processing time observed was 6.1 minutes. Approxi-

mately 95% of all calls were less than 2.5 minutes in length, and 90%

were under 2.2 minutes.

4.2. 1.3 Telephone Access and Equipment

The AATA staff feels that the importance of telephone system plan-

ning was not clearly understood in the design and implementation stages

of Teltran. Further, the assumption that telephone system design and

implementation details were straightforward because the equipment was pro-

vided by Michigan Bell proved inaccurate. Some problems encountered have

been related to system size and capacity, while others have related to the

design and procurement of equipment not available through the phone company.

In February 1974, almost 50% of the complaints registered about the

Teltran system during an onboard survey were directed at the inconven-

ience of busy phone lines. In Feburary 1975, a similar survey yielded a

smaller number of complaints and busy phones represented only 21.6% of
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the complaints registered. Too long wait times had replaced busy phones

as the most common complaint. While busy phones may no longer be a pri-

ority problem for the Teltran system, phone related problems do continue

to generate adverse user reaction and AATA is re-examining all aspects of

their phone system design. Phone wait times have been the focus of num-

erous complaints about the quality of service and are one of the factors

for which the AATA Citizens’ Committee and staff are developing standards.

The telephone equipment used by AATA started out in 1971 as a series

of call directors (key sets) answering a sequence of three group hunt

lines accessed by a single telephone number. As the system expanded, this

simple concept was expanded. A move of AATA’s offices and garages from

central Ann Arbor to a suburban location in 1974 introduced a new problem.

No further capacity expansion could be undertaken on the existing phone

number and a new series of dial-a-ride telephone lines was introduced and

accessed by a second number. The telephone company refused to expand the

number of lines accessed by the original number because the new location

was serviced out of a different central office. The phone company re-

peatedly requested that the AATA delete the old series of lines. This

was finally accomplished in the spring of 1976, and there is now a single

dial-a-ride telephone number again.

On several occasions during the 1974-76 period, delays were encoun-

tered in ordering new phone lines. As phone volumes grew, there were times

when callers encountered many busy signals due to inadequate line capacity.

Further problems occurred even after the installation of additional lines

when, for a period of time, callers would hear the phone ring, yet the lines
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were not ringing in the AATA dispatch room because the installation was

not properly completed.

Early in 1974, it became apparent that call volume required some

automatic handling and it was determined that an "airline reservation"

type automatic answer and hold system should be procured. While the

AATA's computer dispatching and communications hardware and software

were supplied by a single vendor, the telephone equipment was not. The

phone company did not have automatic answer/hold equipment suited to the

dial-a-ride system and the equipment was custom built by a local vendor

and was connected through "couplers" provided by the phone company. While

the automatic answer/hold equipment has performed adequately, routine ser-

vice and repair have been a major problem. Some of the most difficult

reliability problems have been associated with the interface between the

phone company and the private equipment.

The Authority staff is now undertaking further revisions and refine-

ments of its telephone system. The information lines and dial-a-ride

lines will be combined into a single number, and all will be answered in

the AATA dispatch center. This will extend the hours of coverage, allow

better utilization of personnel, and remove a source of possible customer

confusion. Test results with new "second generation" automatic answer/

hold equipment, recently made available as an off the shelf item,

appear good. This simpler and more serviceable equipment is likely to

be employed system-wide. "Piped in" music has replaced the in-house

music sources, further eliminating a reliability problem area. A read-

out on each individual operator's console will show which caller has waited
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longest and will provide better customer service. The two master readout

displays are difficult to monitor which results in some abnormally long

hold times. In retrospect, the AATA staff feels that implementing the

telephone system turned out to be more complex than initially assumed,

and that a more carefully thought out phone system design and monitoring

strategy should have been developed at the start. Where special equip-

ment was required, it should have been procured only with a clear commit-

ment from the vendor for after-sales service and parts support.

Any community considering dial-a-ride service should at least con-

sider the alternative of installing and debugging the final configuration

of equipment either before operations begin or on a small

service area. This would allow apparent malfunctions, design errors,

and staff familiarization to occur before large volumes of demand for

service developed. In this way, fewer people would experience the frus-

tration of long waits, busy signals, lost calls, and other inconveniences

caused by telephone communication problems. Although this alternative

involves idle capacity during system implementation and implies additional

costs, it may well prove effective in the long run in delivering more

reliable service and in capturing higher ridership.

4.2.2 Response Time for Requests for Immediate Service

The response time, as shown in Figure 4.1, is the interval between

the end of a customer’s call and the time at which the customer boards

a dial-a-ride van. Response time is only relevant for customers request-

ing immediate pickup, since for advance order requests the time between
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placing an order and pickup can be arbitrarily large. For customers re-

questing immediate pickup, the response time provides a measure of how

quickly the system can accomodate their desire for travel "as soon as

possible." Alternatively, for the experienced rider, the response time

represents the amount of time which must be allowed between calling in

an order for immediate service and expecting a van to arrive.

Actual response time data was obtained by matching observed board

times from the onboard survey with computer logs which record the time

a trip order is entered into a tour (presumably at the end of the cus-

tomer call) . The onboard survey included 236 riders who had called for

immediate service. However, only 88 observations of calls for immediate

service were successfully matched up with computer logs.’*' For these ob-

servations the average response time was 22.9 minutes with a standard de-

viation of 12.5. While one would expect the response time during the peak

period to be greater than the overall average, there were too few obser-

vations in the peak periods to draw any conclusions about the relative

magnitudes of response time during different time periods.

Perceived response time was obtained from an interval choice ques-

tion on the onboard survey. The distribution of the responses to this

question, for the same 88 individuals for which actual response time was

obtained, are shown in Figure 4.4. The results suggest that the perceived

During the week of the onboard survey, portions of computer logs were lost
during computer "down time." In other cases, addresses were not filled
in on survey cards or did not correspond to any address on the logs.
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Thus, the relation-response time is lower than the actual response time,

ship between perceived and actual time for response time is opposite to

the relationship discussed earlier for phone hold time.

The fact that perceived response time is lower than actual response

time is not surprising considering that individuals can utilize the time

between the end of their call for service until the beginning of the es-

timated time of arrival (ETA) internal (refer again to Figure 4.1) for

the dial-a-ride van, assuming early arrival of vans is an infrequent oc-

2
currence. Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of the length of the inter-

vals between the end of the call to the beginning of the ETA window for

84 of the individuals for which actual and perceived response times were

3
obtained. The intervals shown in the figure are the portion of total re-

sponse time which ideally individuals can use without worrying about the

arrival of the van. The mean of the distribution is 16 minutes with a

standard deviation of 9.5.

4.2.3 Dial-a-Ride Wait Time and ETA Accuracy

Two important aspects of the level of service provided by dial-a-ride

to all users are the accuracy of the estimated time of arrival (ETA) win-

dows quoted to customers and the time spent waiting for the van to arrive.

Data on each of these factors was obtained from the onboard survey.

Calculating a mean for the distribution in Figure 4.4 by assuming the

midpoint of each interval (32.5 minutes for the last interval) is the re-

sponse time for all observations in that interval, the average per-
ceived response time is 17.3 minutes with a standard deviation of 10.6.

Using these statistics for the distribution of perceived response time,

one would conclude that perceived response time is less than actual re-

sponse time at the 95% confidence level.
i

Frequency of early and late arrivals is discussed in the next section on

dial-a-ride wait times.
i

Four of the original 88 individuals reported no ETA on their survey cards.
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Wait time is defined as the interval from the start of the ETA win-

dow until the van is boarded (refer to Figure 4.1). It is the time

period during which the customer must be prepared for the arrival of the

van and cannot be preoccupied by other activities. In some sense, actual

wait time for customers wishing immediate service is the response time

discussed in the previous section. However, as the comparison of per-

ceived and actual response time suggested, customers may perceive some

of the response time interval as productive time.

Based on 296 observations, including both advance order and immedi-

ate service calls but not standing orders, the average wait time was 11.5

minutes with a standard deviation of 9.8. This does not include riders

picked up early (i.e., prior to the beginning of the ETA window). The

highest wait times were reported in the Pontiac zone, which due to some

over-sampling, increases the system averages reported here. There were

46 riders who reported an early pickup with an average earl}’ time (e.g.,

the interval between boarding and the beginning of the ETA window) of

2
6.3 minutes with a standard deviation of 7.3. It should be emphasized

that the estimates of the ETA windows used for these calculations were

those reported by the riders, and there was no way to check the relation-

ship between the actual ETA's quoted and those reported on the onboard

survey.

Hjhen a point estimate rather than an ETA window was quoted, wait time was
defined as the interval from the point estimate to the time of boarding.

Nineteen percent of all riders who quoted an ETA on their survey

cards reported a point estimate. Also, since call takers do not record
the ETA's they quote, there was no way to check the accuracy of the ETA's
reported by riders.

2
There were 15 observations of riders with 0 wait time which were included
in the statistics for wait time but not for early time.
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A precise estimate of wait times for customers with standing orders

was not possible due to the inconsistency between the ETA's quoted in the

mail out survey and those contained in AATA records and the long term

nature of many standing order trips. Irrespective of the original ETA

quoted for a regular standing order, the customer soon perceives a

small interval around the usual pickup time as the ETA. In general, wait

times would be expected to be smaller for standing order customers than

for phone-in orders. Many AM peak period tours are completely filled

with standing orders. Thus, drivers soon become familiar with what is

essentially a subscription service run and follow a regular route and

sequence of pickups providing customers with a very reliable service.

This hypothesis is verified to some extent by the results of the stand-

ing order survey. For 45 individuals with standing orders, who recorded

their pickup time for at least four of the five survey days, the stan-

dard deviation about the mean pickup times was computed and then averaged

for all individuals. The average variation was 2.4 minutes, indicating a

very reliable pickup time for the standing order trips surveyed. However,

it must be noted that over 700 standing orders were served each weekday

and most of the responses to the mail out surveys were concentrated in two

relatively small geographic areas.

As mentioned earlier, the accuracy of the ETA’s given to customers

is an important factor in determining the level of service provided by

dial-a-ride. Specifically, if ETA's are accurate (e.g., vans arrive within

the ETA window) , customers can make full use of the time prior to the

start of the ETA interval. Naturally, by making ETA’s arbitrarily large,
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accuracy can approach 100%, but then the time during which a customer

must be prepared to board a van (e.g., wait time, as defined here) in-

creases as well. Ideally, ETA windows should be both accurate and rela-

tively short in duration.

In Ann Arbor, the AATA policy is to give customers a ten minute ETA

window. However, for a variety of reasons, including inexperience on the

part of call-takers, weather, or staff shortages, quoted ETA's are some-

times as large as 30 minutes. Also, in some cases, point estimates

rather than windows are quoted. Table 4.4 shows the distribution of the

length of the windows quoted and their accuracy for 277 phone-in customers

(i.e., not standing orders) included in the onboard survey.^ The ETA win-

dows shown are those reported by the customer, while board times were ob-

served by surveyors on the dial-a-ride vans.

Almost half of the ETA’s reported by customers were 10 to 15 minutes

in length. For all observations, 59% of the customers were served "on

time" (i.e., within the window), while 10% were early and 31% were late.

There were no significant differences in the distribution of customers

served early, on time, and late, either by zone or time of day.

While it would appear from these results that the AATA is far from

reaching a proposed service standard of 93% of all trips served on time

with ten minute windows, there may be some discrepancy between cus-

tomer reported ETA’s and the ETA's quoted by call-takers. As mentioned

earlier, the actual ETA's quoted by call-takers are not recorded and

^Of a total of 342 customers quoting ETA’s, 65, or 19%, reported point

estimates rather than windows.
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TABLE 4.4. ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL WINDOW LENGTHS AND ACCURACY

(April 1977 )

ETA Window
Length (minutes) Early

Per-
cent On Time Per-

cent Late Per-
cent

Total Percent

0 to 5 7 16 15 33 23 51 45 16

5 to 10 8 10 43 51 33 39 84 31

10 to 15 13 10 92 70 26 20 131 47

15+ 1 6 13 76 3 18 17 6

ALL OBSERVATIONS 29 10 163 59 85 31 277 100
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thus were unavailable for a comparison.

4.2.4 Dial- a-Ride In-Vehicle and Transfer Times

Estimates of dial-a-ride in-vehicle time and distance and transfer

time were obtained for 776 invididuals participating in the onboard sur-

vey as well as for 485 additional riders who either refused the ques-

tionnaire or were making a standing order trip but who were observed for

ride and transfer time. The average in-vehicle time for daytime dial-a-

ride was 9.5 minutes with a standard deviation of 6.6, based on 1,043

observations. In-vehicle time did not vary significantly by time of day

except during evening service hours when the average in-vehicle time was

14.3 minutes. While evening zones are larger than daytime zones and

longer in-vehicle times are not surprising, only a few evening tours were

surveyed.

The average in-vehicle time also did not vary significantly by zone

in most cases. The zones with much lower in-vehicle times than the system

average all had small sample sizes and were neither the smallest zones nor

the zones serving the CBD where average trip lengths and in-vehicle times

might be expected to be lower. As a result these variations are probably

due to under sampling.

The average in-vehicle trip distance on daytime dial-a-ride was 2.3

miles with a standard deviation of 1.3, based on 1,043 observation. In-

vehicle trip distance was calculated from odometer readings recorded by

surveyors. Trip distance did not vary significantly by time of day but

smaller zones, as expected, had lower average trip distances. Average
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speed aboard dial-a-ride computed to 14.6 miles per hour. Typical van

speeds were higher, however, since dwell time at each stop is included in

this figure.

For riders transferring from a dial-a-ride van to a line bus (or to

another dial-a-ride vehicle) in the outer zones, transfer wait time was

2
recorded. The average transfer time was 4.1 minutes based on 175 obser-

vations. Of the total number of individuals who made a transfer, 36% had

no transfer wait time (i.e., the second vehicle was at the transfer point

when the van arrived). The average transfer time for individuals with a

positive transfer time was 6.5 minutes. In almost all cases, transfer

wait time is spent onboard the dial-a-ride van and thus may be less oner-

ous to the customer than wait time spent outside a vehicle.

The average transfer time for standing orders, from the mail-out sur-

vey, was 5.4 minutes based on 185 observations. While transfer time

should not vary between standing order and phone-in trips, most of the

standing order responses were for AM peak period trips when transfer

times were observed to be longest. Often, the transfer wait time for

riders transferring from line buses to dial-a-ride is zero since dial-a-

ride vans usually arrive at transfer points prior to line buses.

Transfer wait time is caused by late line bus or early dial-a-ride

van arrival at transfer points. The latter occurs most often when tours

have only a few riders and the pickups are made too early. A long trans-

^Speed was calculated as the individual in-vehicle distance divided by
in-vehicle time.

2
Because of the number of vehicles serving the downtown (4th and William)
transfer point, and because the downtown is a major destination, it was
impossible to keep an accurate record of transfers for inner zones.
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fer wait time can occur if the dial-a-ride vehicle arrives late and the

line bus does not wait for the coordinated transfer, and dial-a-ride trans-

fer riders must wait for the next line bus. Generally speaking, the

transfer coordination works well. Often dispatcher-driver radio commu-

nication is required to hold vans and line buses in order to make trans-

fers, or to arrange a different point of transfer in a few cases where a

van "chased" a line bus to make the transfer. In a number of cases,

while transfers were made successfully, the pressure of heavy demand

tours and tight schedule coordination required that dial-a-ride vans ex-

ceed the posted speed limits in order to arrive at a transfer point prior

to the line bus.

While actual transfer time was observed for riders going from dial-

a-ride to a line bus, data on perceived transfer time (or wait time for

walk ons) was collected for riders boarding dial-a-ride at a transfer

point. The majority of these riders were transfers from a line bus.

Perceived transfer time was asked in the form of an interval choice ques-

tion, and the results are shown in Figure 4.6. The figure reveals that

80% of all respondents perceived transfer (or wait) times as 5 minutes or

less and 90% reported transfer times of 10 minutes or less. About 1% of

the respondents reported transfer or wait times of 30 minutes or more."*"

Again using the midpoint of each interval as the wait time for all re-
sponses in that interval, the average perceived transfer time for
riders going from line bus to dial-a-ride is 4.45 minutes. However, it

is likely that a large number of responses in the 0 to 5 minute interval
actually had a zero transfer time, implying a lower average.
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4.2.5 Total Trip Time for Dial-a-Ride Standing Orders

There are approximately 700 standing order (i.e., regularly scheduled)

trips on dial-a-ride each day. About half of these standing orders are

for a daily weekday trip. A mail-out survey was sent to all individuals

with daily (5 day) standing orders requesting that they keep a diary of

each component of their total trip times for a one week period."'" Sixty-

five usable responses were obtained, each with up to 5 observations of

. . • 2
total trip time.

Ninety-one percent of the reported trips were made in the AM peak

period, 7% during the mid-day period and 2% in the PM peak. Although

this does not reflect the actual distribution of all standing order trips

over the day, there are far more standing order trips in the AM than the

PM, and most are for daily trips. Many standing order trips in the AM

peak have return trips in the PM peak which originate on fixed route bus

and hence do not require a trip reservation in advance. Over 81% of the

respondents had a trip origin in one of three zones (Far Southwest, Near

Southwest, and Plymouth). The high response rate from the two southwest

zones is not surprising since they encompass the area served longest by

dial-a-ride which includes many strong supporters of the Teltran system.

The standing order survey provides some insight into the total trip

time from deboarding point to final destination was assumed not to

vary and was asked for only once on the survey form.

Of 266 survey forms mailed out, 249 were delivered to an individual with
a current standing order. The 65 survey cards which were returned rep-
resented a response rate of 26%.
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time for users of an integrated dial-a-ride and fixed-route bus system

and the relative magnitudes of various components of trip time. However,

given the geographical concentration of trip origins and destinations,

the results cannot really be interpreted as representing system averages.

Approximately 34% of the responses were for intra-zonal trips (i.e.,

no transfer), while 51% made 1 transfer, 14% made 2 transfers, and 1%

(i.e., one response) made 3 transfers. Of all the trips involving only

one transfer, 94% were trips involving a transfer from a dial-a-ride

vehicle to a line bus. The average total trip time, including walk time,

for all trips was 26.9 minutes with a standard deviation of 12.9, based

on 230 observations. As mentioned previously, the average transfer time

was 5.4 minutes with a standard deviation of 8.0, based on 185 observa-

2
tions. The average walk time from the deboarding point to the final

destination was 2.74 minutes with a standard deviation of 2.84. Table

4.5 shows the average total trip time for trips with different numbers of

transfers. Not surprisingly, average trip time increases proportionately

as the number of transfers increases.

Although no other questions were asked on the diary, 5% of the re-

spondents reported one incidence of a dial-a-ride van missing them com-

As discussed in an earlier section, the wait time for standing orders
(i.e., the variance around expected pickup time) is significantly lower
than for phone-in customers and is the major reason why standing order
service in general is better than phone-in service. However, the calcu-
lation of total trip time for standing orders began with the boarding
time on the first vehicle. Thus, the components of travel time discussed
in this section would not be expected to vary by type of service and it

is the temporal and geographical distribution of the responses which make
the results unrepresentative of the system as a whole.

Trips with 2 transfers provided 2 observations for the calculation of

average transfer time.
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pletely, and 3% of the respondents reported one occurrence of the van be-

ing excessively late and had to call in. Thus, missed vans occurred on

less than 2% of the standing order trips reported and late vans were re-

ported for 1% of the trips. Naturally the reports of missed vans may in

fact have been late vans but the standing order rider made alternative

transportation arrangements prior to van arrival. In addition, 3% of the

respondents reported one incidence of an early pickup. Many other re-

spondents, however, had very positive compliments for the service. During

the AM peak period, many tours are booked completely by standing orders and

consequently not all new requests for this type of service can be satis-

fied at this time.

4.3 OPERATIONAL ISSUES

In addition to the aspects of level of service discussed in the pre-

vious sections, there are a number of additional areas which affect the ac-

tual or perceived level of service of Teltran and provide valuable insights

for other communities considering transit innovations and particularly in-

tegrated dial-a-ride and fixed-route service. These areas are:

a) Driver and Dispatcher Operations,

b) Service Shifts, and

c) Public Information.

The objective of the discussion is to identify some of the issues

faced by the AATA during the evolution of the Teltran system. The point

is not to attempt a definitive assessment of the particular design and op-

erating decisions made for Teltran, but rather to examine the tradeoffs

implied by some of those decisions. While some of the issues encountered
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by Teltran may be unique to Ann Arbor, many are likely to be faced by

other communities implementing integrated transit services.

The major sources of information for this portion of the evaluation

were extended discussions with AATA staff; interviews with selected AATA

board members and other individuals involved with transit in Ann Arbor;

a review of newspaper files and board meeting minutes available at AATA;

and the first hand observation of the individuals who conducted the on-

board surveys as part of this evaluation effort.

4.3.1 Driver and Dispatcher Operations

The Teltran system relies heavily on coordinated transfers between

dial-a-ride vans and fixed route buses for weekday daytime service. The

result is a system which provides good transit service for many trips in

Ann Arbor but whose dial-a-ride and fixed-route components are necessar-

ily more complex operationally than either component would be if operated

as an independent system.

Dial-a-ride tours are scheduled to arrive at transfer points at the

same time as line buses, but line bus schedules must allow for some vari-

ability in dial-a-ride van arrivals.'*" If an inexperienced dispatcher

overloads a tour or an inexperienced driver makes an inefficient series of

drop offs and pickups, the van may have to speed toward the end of the

tour to make the transfer, radio to hold the line bus, "chase" the line

bus to an appointed rendezvous point, or leave the passengers at the

^Naturally > line bus schedules have some variability as well, and in some

cases, vans must wait for late line buses.
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transfer point to wait for the next line bus. Similarly, missed communica-

tion between driver and dispatcher (e.g., a wrong address or building en-

trance, etc.) or the insertion of riders into ongoing tours also can create

tight schedules.

Thus, depending on the level of dial-a-ride demands, the coordination

of transfers can create additional pressures on the driver and dispatcher

which are not present in a "pure" dial-a-ride system. To some extent AATA

management felt they underestimated the staff training task for such a

system and have recently moved to increase and improve the training func-

tion. For effective call-taking and dispatching, the key requirements are

automatically making the transformation from an address to a dial-a-ride

zone; managing the vehicle fleet and particularly the "extra" buses used

to relieve system overloads; learning to deal with the public; and ful-

filling a leadership role in obtaining cooperation from drivers. It often

takes 4 to 5 months for a new dispatcher or call-taker to become profi-

cient at this task. Drivers must become very familiar with the street

system and learn to schedule tours to meet line bus arrivals. The time

required for producing a good driver is often 6 to 7 months. System expan-

sion and staff turnover have placed additional demands on the AATA train-

ing program. Currently, staff turnover is roughly 30% per year, making it

difficult to maintain a work force completely knowledgeable of the city.

Even with experienced staff, the successful operation of the Teltran

system requires the mutual respect of drivers and dispatchers and a high

quality of on-line management to deal with the variety of human and equip-

ment failures which necessitate some departure from standard operating
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procedures. The degree of cooperation between drivers and dispatchers

has an important impact upon system operation. Both AATA staff and

management agree that an effective method for fostering a climate of co-

operation is to have drivers and dispatchers perform both functions in

order to have a feeling for what is happening on the other end of the

radio. Unfortunately, such a policy would have exacerbated the already

acute staff training problem during the winter and early spring of 1976,

and only a few staff members have been both drivers and dispatchers.

With implementation of the entire system completed, the staff training

problems have decreased.

One situation requiring cooperation between drivers and dispatchers

occurs during periods with high demands for service. To accomodate de-

mand variations, a small number of "extra" dial-a-ride vans are scheduled

to assist overloaded tours as they occur. The dispatcher must anticipate

these occasional peaks and deploy the extra vans, as well as any regular

vans with light tours that may be close by. Often, however, the extra

vans are either too far from an overflow or else in use, sometimes un-

necessarily. While good dispatchers can position these vehicles to aid

overloaded tours, drivers must be prepared to accept the dispatcher’s

judgment on the most effective overall vehicle utilization strategy and

refrain from running his or her vehicle under his or her own "system

rules.

"

Because drivers are the only Teltran personnel that passengers see,

they have a number of important responsibilities beyond simply operat-

ing the vehicle fleet. Often, drivers must listen to customer complaints

and attempt to respond tactfully and, where possible, solve particular
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problems. For example, if a passenger receives incorrect information

from the call-taker on how to make the transfers on his or her trip, the

driver must know the routes, the schedules, and the zone structure in

order to give the proper instructions.

The dispatchers generally radio the pickup addresses to drivers in

the most logical order. However, the driver often re-orders the list to

make the tour less circuitous. In particular, the order in which the

dispatcher gives the addresses may not be optimal when the destinations

of those who boarded the van at a transfer point are taken into account.

During afternoon hours there are a large number of walk-ons and transfers

from line buses and drivers must ask these riders for their destinations

and decide on a logical order for making drop-off s. Drivers normally make

drop-offs first and then pick up the new customers. On tours with a large

number of both drop-offs and pickups, a driver often intermingles the

stops in order to reduce backtracking and travel time for that particular

tour. Although it takes careful thought to order a tour in this fashion,

it can reduce the average ride time for the passengers aboard, and also

give the driver a better chance of completing a heavy tour on schedule.

Often, drivers perform duties which promote excellent public rela-

tions. For example, very young children use the system unaided by an

adult and drivers generally make certain that the children get to their

destination, sometimes escorting them to the door. Some parents pin a

note on their child giving the destination, which demonstrates a great

deal of trust in the drivers. Elderly people are often helped aboard.

It is clear from this discussion and the earlier description con-
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tained in Section 3 that the Teltran dispatching system, while computer-

aided, relies exclusively on call-takers, dispatchers, and drivers to

perform all the decision-making functions. The AATA feels that such a

system provides the flexibility to respond to daily fluctuations in

ridership levels and patterns, vehicle breakdowns, and computer failures,'*'

while at the same time providing a good level of service during periods

of "normal" operations. Such a system is also readily adaptable to the

changes in system configuration occurring during evening and weekend per-

iods and can be modified easily as the expected system evolution contin-

ues. However, the Teltran dispatching system requires good personnel to

fill call-taking, dispatching, and driver positions, and the level of

service provided varies by the quality and experience of the staff on

duty.

4.3.2 Service Shifts

To provide weekday evening service (after 6:15 PM), the Teltran sys-

tem shifts from an integrated fixed-route and demand responsive system to

2
a completely demand responsive system. The daytime dial-a-ride zones are

consolidated into six zones during the evening period. During weekends

a third system configuration is formed by using 7 dial-a-ride zones and

some limited line bus service. These changes in system configuration make

servicing the varying levels and patterns of trips more efficient from an

operational point of view. However, they also generate some additional

*"The backup system for computer failures involves the same decision-making
roles, but with a more cumbersome manual accounting system; refer to
Section 3 for a description.

2
The only exception is the route deviation service along Main Street.
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user and public information problems. Public information is discussed

in the following section.

From the users' point of view there are a number of ramifications

from shifts in service. First, while access to the system can always be

obtained via the phone, at different times of the day or on different

days of the week (e.g., weekday vs. weekend), the same trip may involve

a different sequence of vehicles. For example, a trip which requires a

dial-a-ride to line bus transfer during weekdays may be serviced by a

single dial-a-ride (DAR) trip or a DAR to DAR transfer during evenings or

weekends. The result is that users perceive some additional variability

in a system which, because of its integrated demand-responsive and fixed-

route components, already has a certain level of variablility associated

with it.

Variability in service also arises from the discretion of different

drivers in a given zone. Some drivers, for example, will take regular

riders a small distance outside their zone or make a special drop-off in

order to eliminate a transfer, if time permits. However, a different

driver on the same run may not deliver this special service which con-

fuses and displeases the customer in spite of the fact that the special

service is not part of normal system operation.

Naturally, to some extent, the disorientation caused by such service

shifts can be mitigated by public information programs and will decrease,

in any event, as users become more experienced at using the system. How-

ever, the original plan to have an additional shift in dial-a-ride zone

configuration during daytime off-peak hours has been abandoned. This
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decision was made, at least partially, in anticipation of the user reac-

tion to taking the same trip during peak and off-peak periods and being

routed through two different transfer points. While some internal shifts

in system operation occur during off-peak hours, they do not require any

users to use a different transfer point than they would during the peak

period. The AATA feels that the lack of a major change in zone configur-

ation during the off-peak period requires expending more resources during

the mid-day period than is necessary. In the future a more major off-peak

system reconfiguration may be instituted.

Another user related problem associated with the shift from weekday

daytime to evening service is the occasional transfer or walk-on passen-

ger who is stranded at a transfer point as evening service begins. Again,

as users become more familiar with the system such occurrences should de-

crease.

4.3.3 Public Information

The original concept for introducing the Teltran system to the public

was to provide information on the user access points to the system (e.g.,

telephone, walk-on points, fixed-route locations and schedules)
,
but not

to describe in any detail the operational complexity of the demand-respon-

sive and coordinated transfer aspects of the system. The hope was that the

public would accept the fact that they can make any trip within the city

by transit by simply phoning for service and waiting for a van.

There appear to have been four major reasons for adopting such a pub-

lic information strategy. First, at a time when most staff attention was
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focused on implementing and operating an innovative service, a more ex-

tensive public information program would have been a drain on scarce

staff resources. Second, the complexity of the system itself defies

any simple graphic or verbal description, thus increasing the resources

required to present a good description of system operation and use (e.g.,

the specific transfers required and estimated travel times for various

trips). Third, by not describing system operation in detail, the AATA

maintained the maximum flexibility to shift zone configurations, tour

times, etc., as experience was gained during the implementation pro-

cess. Finally, unlike the Santa Clara dial-a-ride project,'*’ the AATA

chose not to undertake a large advertising campaign in order not to

stimulate more demand than the system could accomodate at any given

stage in its development.

While these factors suggested a limited public information program

initially, as the executive director of the AATA notes, the system is

2
not "transparent" enough for some citizens. People want to know what to

expect and the combination of demand-responsive service for some trips,

and coordinated transfers with line buses for others, confuses some in-

dividuals. To some extent, as users’ experience with the system increases,

the requests for more thorough system descriptions may decrease.

Now that the Teltran system is completely implemented, the Authority

intends to expand its public information program. There are plans to

paint the dial-a-ride telephone numbers along with an identifying logo on

^See "Dial-a-Ride. . .Failure in Santa Clara," an article in Metro . Volume

72, No. 3, May/June 1976, pp. 15-22.

2
See Karl Guenther, "Report on Demand-Responsive Transportation in Ann
Arbor," prepared for the 55th Annual Meeting of the Transportation Re-
search Board, January 1976.
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the vans. Presently, vans have no information on them. Also, more bus

stop signs will be put up and schedules will be posted at all transfer

points. The AATA is also planning to develop a manual to provide more

complete information on how to use the system.

Finally, because dial-a-ride vans serving different zones use the

same transfer points, all vans are scheduled to be equipped with signs

designating the service zone of each vehicle. The lack of such signs has

generated some complaints by users who must request service zone infor-

mation from drivers. These constant requests for information can provide

an aggrevation to drivers as well, though AATA management feels the key

to better public information may be a well-informed and experienced work

force.
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5 . TELTRAN RIDERSHIP

5.1 RIDERSHIP GROWTH

Since the Ann Arbor Transportation Authority began operating transit

services, ridership has increased steadily. During the past 5 years, the

AATA has achieved a 3-fold increase in total ridership.”*" Table 5.1 shows

the growth in annual first fare ridership (i.e. not including transfers)

for the AATA. The total ridership for the period from May 1975 through

April 1976, was 1,706,136. The large variance in the annual percentage

increases in ridership is due to the schedule of the major service improve-

ments made as part of the implementation of the Teltran system. Figure 5.1

shows the growth in monthly ridership and the corresponding schedule of

fleet size improvements. Monthly ridership peaks during the late winter

and early spring. Ridership is lowest during the summer months due to

both mild weather and the exodus of University students during this

period.

The growth in dial-a-ride ridership can be seen by examining the av-

erage weekday ridership on each type of service provided by the AATA.

Table 5.2 shows the average weekday ridersnip achieved at different points

in time during the past three years for each type of service except school

2
subscription service. The figures represent the number of passengers

paying their first fare on each type of service and thus do not account

"*"Guenther, Karl, o£. cit .

2
For the same time periods as shown in the table, the average weekday
school subscription ridership was 1,200, 1,470 and 300, respectively.
The dramatic decrease in ridership on this service was due to the pro-
vision of free school bus service by the Ann Arbor Public Schools start-
ing in 1975. The free service is available to students living more
than 1.5 miles from their school.
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for transfers.'*' The implementation of the Teltran system has increased

the percentage of total first fare ridership using dial-a-ride from 17%

to 25%.

5.2 WEEKDAY RIDERSHIP ESTIMATES AND TRANSFER PATTERNS

The ridership figures presented in the previous section for the fixed-

route and dial-a-ride components of the weekday Teltran system represent

the number of passengers paying their first fare on a particular vehicle

2
type and do not account for transfers. Given the design of the weekday

system, many passengers must make transfers, and thus the total volume of

riders on both the fixed-route and dial-a-ride components is considerably

larger than the first fare ridership.

Based on the onboard survey conducted on dial-a-ride vehicles as

part of this evaluation (April 5-9, 1976), 68% of all respondents on dial-

a-ride made one or more transfers. Table 5.3 shows the distribution of

the sequence of vehicles used by respondents to the survey. Table 5.4

shows the distribution of the number of transfers used by zone for re-

3
spondents.

The survey respondents included both phone-in riders to dial-a-ride

and "extra-ons" (e.g., walk-ons and transfers) but not standing orders.

Of the 776 total responses, 47% were "extra-ons" while 53% were phone-in

requests for service. As expected, the survey results showed a higher

^Estimates of the current total passenger volume on line buses and dial-
a-ride, including transfers, are discussed in the following section.

2
While the AATA uses transfer slips, no record is kept of the number of
transfers, and often, the slips are not used at outlying transfer points.

3
The figures shown are for the zone in which the survey was administered,
which may be the zone of origin or destination.
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TABLE 5.3. DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSFERS FROM ONBOARD SURVEY (April 1976 )

Sequence of

Vehicles Used
Number of

Trips b
Percent of

Total

ISA 246 32

L-D 219 28

D-L 164 21

D-D 25 3

D-L-L 27 3

L-L-D 32 4

D-L-D 57 8

D-L-L-D 6 1

Total 776 100

3
D = Dial-a-Ride
L = Line Bus
ISA = Intra-zonal trip

on dial-a-ride

^does not include standing orders
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percentage of intra-zonal trips in zones directly serving the downtown.

The AATA report programs for the week of March 15, 1976, which in-

clude all phone-in and standing order trips logged onto a dial-a-ride

tour, showed that 88% of all trips which began on dial-a-ride involved

at least one transfer. ^ The discrepancy between the report programs and

onboard survey in the percent of rides involving a transfer suggests

that standing order trips (not included in the onboard survey) involve

2
a transfer more frequently than phone-in trips. Standing orders repre-

sented about 43% of the total trips logged into dial-a-ride tours during

the week of March 15. The daily and daytime distribution of phone-in

rides by time of day are shown in Figure 5.2. The highest phone-in vol-

umes occur from 7 to 8:00 AM with another smaller peak in the afternoon

from 3 to 4:00 PM. However, the volume of transfers from line buses to

dial-a-ride is greatest during the late afternoon. During this period,

many commuters take the reverse of their AM inbound trip by boarding line

buses downtown and then transferring to dial-a-ride in outer zones.

In order to get estimates of the average weekday total volume of

riders on dial-a-ride and line buses, the results of both the onboard survey

and report programs for the week of March 15 to 19 were utilized.^ The on-

^Phone-in orders which are placed onto an ongoing tour are often not logged

into the computer, and thus, do not show up on the daily report programs.

2
The results of the mail-out survey of standing orders conducted during the

same week as the onboard survey showed only 67% of the respondents making
at least one transfer. However, there were only 65 responses to this sur-

vey and a disproportionate share of the responses came from near-in zones

which require no transfer to get downtown.

o

The onboard survey was conducted the week of April 5-9, 1976. Because of

computer problems, complete report programs were not available for that week.
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board survey indicated that 47% of all non-standing order trips on dial-

a-ride are either walk-ons or transfers (i.e., "extra-ons") . These trips

(or segments of trips) do not appear in the daily report programs which

record only the total phone-in and standing order trips by zone of origin.

From the report programs, the average daily number of phone-in requests

was 942. If these trips are factored up to account for walk-ons and

transfers, based on the onboard survey results, the average daily non-

standing order ridership on dial-a-ride becomes 1,777. The average daily

number of standing orders from the report programs was 708, resulting in

a total average daily dial-a-ride ridership of approximately 2,500. ^ The

AATA executive director estimates that the average daily dial-a-ride

ridership during the winter of 1975-76 was about 3,000 riders. The es-

timate developed here is consistent with this figure given that some

phone-in trips do not get logged into the computer and that overall

ridership is lower in the spring due to seasonal factors.

The onboard survey also indicated that approximately 9% of all calls

for service result in a "no show" (i.e., a rider does not appear at the

address given by the call taker) . The percentage is probably high due

to oversampling in the Pontiac zone, generally a lower income area, where

a higher than average frequency of no-shows occur. While some of the

no shows are due to driver and call-taker errors, many are also due to the

fact that the AATA has made the procedure for cancelling trips difficult

(i.e., the procedure involves several steps and is time consuming) in

order to minimize the chances of losing a valid trip from the computer

‘'"Since phone-in trips which are not logged into the computer are not in-

cluded in this figure, the estimate is probably somewhat conservative. In

addition, some standing order trips involve transfers to a second dial-a-
ride vehicle and these are not included in the transfer estimate. However
return trips (e.g. CBD to home) for standing orders are included in the

estimated 47% of "extra ons".
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record. As a result, many standing order riders have an informal agree-

ment with their drivers not to officially cancel their trips and simply

do not "show" when they are not making the trip.

An estimate of average weekday line bus ridership was developed from

the distribution of transfers obtained from the onboard survey. Based

on the survey, 55% of riders paying their first fare on dial-a-ride

transfer to line buses. Also, based on the onboard survey, 68% of all

phone-in and "extra-on" riders and all standing orders pay their first

fare on dial-a-ride. For the last two weeks in March, average weekday

first fare ridership on line buses was 4,788. For the week of March 15,

the average first fare ridership on dial-a-ride was 1,916. Thus, total

weekday line bus ridership was approximately 5,800.

5.3 RIDERSHIP PROFILES

In February of 1974 and 1975, the AATA conducted onboard surveys on

weekday and weekend dial-a-ride and in March 1975, an onboard survey was

conducted on several line bus routes. The results of these surveys pro-

vide some information on the profiles of AATA users at that time and

their attitudes about the Teltran system.'*' The majority of the Teltran

system was implemented after the 1975 survey, however, AATA management

feels that a survey conducted now would probably not produce significantly

different results.

The 1975 survey (based on 1,251 responses) indicated that the major-

ity of riders were female (63%) and under 24 years of age (60%). About

^The AATA is currently undertaking a more comprehensive attitudinal sur-
vey of both users and non-users in order to make the Teltran system more
attractive to both groups. The survey will be conducted by the Survey
Research Institute of the University of Michigan and is funded by a Tech-
nical Studies Grant from the Urban Mass Transportation Administration.
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20% of all riders were under 16 years of age, while only 5% were more than

64 years old. The distribution of ridership by age is shown in Table 5.5

and is roughly proportional to the age structure of the total population

of Ann Arbor based on the 1970 Census.

Approximately 50% of all respondents used dial-a-ride on a daily

basis, and about 56% of all respondents intended to use AATA service for

a round-trip. About 7% of those surveyed were riding for the first time.

Work trips represented the predominant trip purpose for both dial-a-ride

and the two line bus routes surveyed as shown in Table 5.6.

According to the 1975 survey, 37% of the dial-a-ride respondents had

access to at least one car and possessed a driver's license. However, 26%

of the respondents came from an auto-less household, while 45% had no

driver's license as shown in Table 5.7. About 60% of the respondents in-

dicated that they were replacing an auto trip (either as driver or pas-

senger) with their transit trip. Approximately 3% of the respondents in-

dicated that they have sold, or not bought, an automobile as a result of

the Teltran system and 24% indicated that the system had influenced their

household location decision.

About 76% of the dial-a-ride respondents said that they were "basic-

ally satisfied" with AATA service. The most frequent complaints regis-

tered by all respondents were "wait time too long" (12%), "phones too

busy" (8%), and "inaccurate estimated time of arrival" (7%).
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TABLE 5.5. AGE OF TELTRAN USERS (March 1975)

Age Percent of Respondents

under 15 20

16-20 23

21-24 17

25-34 18

35-44 6

45-54 3

55-64 4

65 and more 4

no reply 4

TABLE 5.6. TRIP PURPOSE OF TELTRANS USERS (March 1975)

Trip Purpose
Dial-a-
Ride

(percent)

Washtenaw
Line Bus

(percent)

Briarwood
Line Bus
(percent)

Work 30 34 27

University 7 26 4

Shop 16 11 47

Elementary School
or Secondary School

11 10 10

Personal Business 12 9 4

Social or Recreational 12 8 7

Other 12 2 1

Total
1

100 100 100
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TABLE 5.7. AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP AND DRIVER'S

LICENSE DATA FOR TELTRAN USERS (March 1975)

Automobiles Per
Household

Percent of

Respondents

0 26

1 35

2 or more 32

no reply 7

Drivers License Percent of
Respondents

yes 52

no 45

no reply 3
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6. FINANCIAL DATA AND PRODUCTIVITY

6.1 INTRODUCTION

With the aid of substantial local support in the form of a dedicated

property tax millage, the AATA has been able to greatly expand transit

service within the City of Ann Arbor during a period when many transit

operators have faced a severe financial crisis requiring service cut-

backs. During this same period the AATA also has been very successful

in securing capital and operating grants from Federal and State sources.

However, during the past winter, unusually bad weather created many

vehicle delays and breakdowns requiring the allocation of additional

vehicle hours to maintain service levels and forced a reduction and re-
\

allocation of vehicle hours originally budgeted for the latter part of

fiscal year 1976. Whether more permanent cuts are required in the future

may depend greatly on the continued growth of Federal and State operating

assistance programs.

This section presents the basic cost and revenue data for all AATA

services, as well as various productivity measures.

6.2 COSTS

Table 6.1 shows the distribution of the AATA’s actual operating and

capital costs among various categories for the fiscal years 1974, 1975,

and the estimated costs for fiscal year 1976."^ In fiscal year 1973, which

"''The 1976 cost estimates do not include the cost of providing some new
service to the rural areas of Washtenaw County and thus are comparable
to the cost figures shown for 1974 and 1975. The AATA fiscal year runs
from July 1 to June 30.
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was prior to the start of the implementation of Teltran, total operating

costs were $513,632 of which 66% was for wages and salaries. Total

capital costs were $167,480 of which 91% was for payment of long term

debt.

As the Teltran system has been implemented during the past three

years, both operating and capital expenditures have increased dramatically.

From fiscal year 1974 to fiscal year 1975, operating costs increased by

180%, while capital expenditures increased by more than 800% as large

additions were made to the vehicle fleet and the current AATA headquar-

ters was purchased. The estimated operating costs for fiscal 1976 rep-

resent over a 150% increase from the previous year. Wages and salaries,

which represented about 70% of the total operating costs in fiscal years

1974 and 1975, are estimated to be almost 80% of the total operating

cost for fiscal year 1976 and are the fastest growing component of oper-

ating cost. The increase in wage and salary expenditures results from

increases in both total staff and wage rates. From fiscal year 1975 to

fiscal year 1976, the staff increased by 70%. The current union contract

provides for an average increase of 7% in wage rates for each staff posi-

tion for fiscal year 1977. The contract must be renegotiated during the

current fiscal year.

Table 6.2 shows the average maintenance costs per vehicle mile by

cause.'*" Unscheduled maintenance is the major component of such costs.

The ratio of unscheduled to scheduled maintenance costs is in the range

^Additional information on vehicle utilization rates, maintenance, and
accident data is contained in Appendix D.
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of 2. 5-3.0 to 1.0. This may indicate that better preventive maintenance

is in order. A review of the AATA vehicle inspection log for the period

February to March, 1976, revealed that of 144 inspections that were due,

62 inspections were completed for an average of 42% of the fleet receiv-

ing scheduled inspections.

Costs per vehicle-mile for repairs and maintenance and fuel and oil

costs are summaried in Table 6.3 for the various fleet segments for the

year to date (March 1976). Costs for vans are somewhat lower on a

vehicle-mile basis. In addition, newer vehicles have lower maintenance

and operating costs, as would be expected. It is difficult to compare

van and bus fleets since the buses are generally older but tend to have

longer "lives." For vehicles of equal age (fleet segments 2 and 8), the

larger buses seem more reliable in terms of maintenance. However, the

sample is small and few conclusions can actually be made on this data

regarding the superiority of vans or buses in terms of per vehicle-mile

operating and maintenance costs.

While it is difficult to allocate operating costs among the various

services offered by the AATA, some indication of the relative costs is

provided by the vehicle service hours allocated to each service type.

Of a total of 173,335 vehicle hours estimated to be provided in fiscal

year 1976, 103,980 hours (59%) were budgeted to dial-a-ride service,

while 41,647 hours (24%) were budgeted for Ann Arbor line bus service."*"

2
The Ypsilanti line bus service was allocated 18,434 hours (11%).

"*"The dial-a-ride allocation includes all 15,801 hours budgeted for pro-
viding weekend service.

2
The remaining hours were allocated to the school subscription, handi-
cap, and charter services.



TABLE 6.3 DIRECT OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS (January to March 1976)

FLEET CLASS Maintenance Cost
Per Vehicle-Mile

( dollars)

Direct Operating Cost
Per Vehicle-Mile

(dollars)

VANS

1 (1973) 0.1501 0.0592

2 (1974) 0.0828 0.0588

3 (1975) 0.0441 0.0472

Total Van 0.0598 0.0507

BUSES

4 (1970) 0.1467 0.0563

5 (1970) 0.1673 0.0681

6 (1966) 0.1499 0.0916

7 (1970) 0.0962 0.0898

8 (1974) 0.0570 0.0817

9 (1969) 0.2455 0.1125

Total Bus 0.1486 0.0780

TOTAL FLEET 0.0971 0.0622
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For budgeting purposes the AATA assumes that the cost of providing

an hour of dial-a-ride service or line bus service is the same. The es-

timated cost per vehicle hour for fiscal year 1976 is $19.85, based on

total vehicle hours and operating cost estimates. The local communities

supporting the Ypsilanti service are billed on a service hour basis.
^

6 . 3 REVENUE

Table 6.4 shows the distribution of the AATA's revenue among various

sources for fiscal years 1974 and 1975, as well as the estimated revenues

2
for fiscal year 1976. In fiscal 1973, the last year in which there was

no property tax revenue, total revenues were $482,107 with 46% coming

from fares and 47% coming from City of Ann Arbor general funds.

Over the past three years fare box revenues have decreased from 22%

of total operating cost in 1974 to an estimated 12% for 1976. The average

fare per passenger for fiscal year 1976 is estimated to be about 23c.

The largest single revenue source is the Ann Arbor property tax assess-

ment which can only be used for providing service within the City. In

fiscal year 1976, property taxes are estimated to account for 45%

of all revenues and over 53% of all revenues applicable to operating

costs. The property tax represents a $15 per capita local contribution

for transit in Ann Arbor. The property tax revenue increased by 8% from

"4>rior to the budget revision in early 1976, which resulted in a decrease
in estimated total service hours, the billing rate for Ypsilanti service
was $17.48 per service hour.

2
The estimated revenues for fiscal year 1976 do not include a grant for

$206,000 from the State of Michigan to provide service to rural areas
of Washtenaw County.
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fiscal year 1975 to 1976.

In fiscal year 1976, the Townships of Ypsilanti, Pittsfield, Superior

and Ann Arbor and the City of Ypsilanti contributed over $70,000 in gen-

eral funds to help support the Ypsilanti fixed-route service.

Over the past three years, the AATA has received over $2.4 million

in capital grants from Federal and State sources. These grants repre-

sent over 80% of the total capital expenditures made during the same per-

iod with the remainder of the revenue coming from local sources. Fiscal

year 1976 was the first year that Federal operating assistance was avail-

able (based on 1975 operating data) . Federal operating funds represented

about 13% of total estimated operating costs.

6.4 PRODUCTIVITY

Because the design of the Teltran system reflects the AATA's objec-

tive of providing 100% geographic coverage, the productivities achieved

by the system are of particular interest. While productivities are cal-

culated for the fixed-route and dial-a-ride services as well as the sys-

tem as a whole, it must be remembered that a large proportion of trips

involve using both fixed-route and dial-a-ride vehicles. Due to the

large number of transfers, weekday productivities in terms of passenger per

vehicle-hour of service were calculated for dial-a-ride and the Ann Arbor

line buses using both first fare and total ridership estimates.

^The City of Ann Arbor collects the tax and receives 1% of the revenue to

pay for this and other services. The total Ann Arbor property tax is 70

mils of which the AATA portion represents 3.6%. Property taxes provide
41% of the City of Ann Arbor's total revenue (not including the public
schools' budget) and the AATA property tax support represents about 6%

of the city's total expenses (again excluding public schools).
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Table 6.5 shows these figures and the weekday total productivity for both

services achieved during late March 1976.

These results can be compared with productivities reported by the

AATA. Table 6.6 shows the average productivities for each service for

fiscal year 1976. The dial-a-ride productivity, as estimated for the

entire fiscal year, represents a decrease from the 1975 levels of 9.5

and 5.9 passengers per vehicle hour for the daytime and evening periods

respectively.^ The decrease is due to the implementation of several new

dial-a-ride zones during late 1975 and early 1976. Some of these new

zones, as expected, are currently experiencing lower than average rider-

ship.

Cost per vehicle-mile, per vehicle-hour and per passenger were calcu-

lated for all AATA services. Since the same vehicles and staff provide

all services, it is difficult to disaggregate costs by type of service.

Table 6.7 summarizes the estimated fiscal year 1976 operating data for

the AATA. The cost per passenger of $1.89 is somewhat higher than an

earlier estimate made by AATA of $1.67. The operating deficit per pas-

senger of $1.6(6 represents the non-fare box revenue required to just

cover total operating costs. By subtracting the revenue from the property

tax, it can be seen that the AATA must receive $.73 per passenger from

other local, state, or Federal sources to cover operating costs.

Estimates of the operating cost per passenger for both dial-a-ride

"'"See Guenther, Karl W.
,

jd£. cit .
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and the Ann Arbor line buses can be obtained from the productivities re-

ported earlier. Using the productivities of 6.0 and 35.2 passengers

(including transfers) per vehicle hour for dial-a-ride and line bus re-

spectively, calculated earlier in this section, and assuming the $19.85

cost per vehicle hour is the same for both dial-a-ride vans and line

buses, the operating cost per passenger is $3.31 for dial-a-ride and

$.56 for line buses. ^ These productivities include transfer passengers.

Using the average trip length on dial-a-ride of 2.3 miles obtained from

the onboard survey, the operating cost per dial-a-ride passenger mile

is $1.44.

The AATA assumes the operating costs of vans and line buses are the same

for purposes of developing service hour budgets and for billing the

communities which provide support for the Ypsilanti line buses.
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7. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 FINDINGS

The AATA is operating an integrated dial-a-ride and fixed-route bus

system which, with the implementation of the last dial-a-ride zone, is

providing one hundred percent geographic coverage within Ann Arbor during

all hours of system operation. Providing city-wide coverage was a major

local objective of the Teltran system and it is still too early to deter-

mine if Teltran will have any success in meeting the second major local

objective of reducing automobile ownership.

During weekday hours the Teltran system is composed of fourteen dial-

a-ride zones and four fixed-route bus lines (three radial routes and a

circumferential route). Transfers between line buses and dial-a-ride vans

are coordinated and during peak hours the system uses 32 vans (12-passen-

ger) and 22 transit coaches (varying in size from 28 to 53 passenger

vehicles). During weekend and evening periods the system is composed of

fewer and larger dial-a-ride zones with little, or no, fixed- route service.

While telephone associated delays have been a problem, major diffi-

culties appear to have been overcome. Ninety-five percent of all calls

are answered within three minutes (mean time is 1.12 minutes) and processed

within 2.5 minutes, although this time varies greatly with the type of trip

being requested.

For those callers requesting immediate service, the mean elapsed time

(after completion of the phone call) before the vehicle has arrived is 22.9
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minutes (with a standard deviation of 12.5 minutes). Interestingly,

riders have perceived a significantly shorter wait time, perhaps because

they can use the time effectively. Typically, the caller is provided

with an estimated time of arrival (ETA) for the vehicle, usually a

"window" of 10 to 15 minutes. Of those customers surveyed, 59 percent

reported that their vehicle arrived "on time" (i.e., within the window).

Dial-a-ride in-vehicle time for daytime trips is found to average

9.5 minutes with a standard deviation of 6.6 minutes. Average dial-a-

ride in-vehicle distance for daytime trips is 2.3 miles (with a standard

deviation of 1.3 miles), implying an effective speed (including stops)

of 14.6 miles per hour. During evening hours, when the service area is

divided into fewer but larger zones, the mean travel time is 14.3 minutes.

Coordinated transfers from dial-a-ride vans to line buses or other

vans have averaged 4.1 minutes for nonstanding order (i.e., non-regularly

scheduled) trips, with 36 percent of the riders having no wait at all

(i.e., the second vehicle is waiting when the van arrives). The transfer

time for standing order customers, who dominate A.M. peak period travel,

has averaged 5.4' minutes.

Because of the design of the Teltran system and the coordination of

transfers between vans and line buses, many riders use both dial-a-ride

and fixed-route service in making a trip. The survey (not including

riders with a regularly scheduled trip) suggested that almost 70 percent

of dial-a-ride trips involve at least one transfer. AATA computer report

programs suggest that almost 90 percent of all dial-a-ride users make at

least one transfer when standing order customers (regularly scheduled
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trips) are included. From the survey, about 32 percent of dial-a-ride

users originated their trip on fixed-route service.

In fiscal year 1976, the system carried 10.5 passengers per vehicle

hour calculated on a first fare basis. With transfer passengers, the

productivities were 35.2 passengers /vehicle hour for line buses and 6

passengers /vehicle hour for dial-a-ride. Operating costs per vehicle

hour and vehicle mile (including deadheading) for the entire system were

averaging $19.85 and $1.58 respectively. Of the total operating costs,

78 percent were for wages and fringe benefits (including management

and administration), 8 percent were for vehicle operating costs, and

the remainder were for fixed costs, of which the largest components

were for planning and fleet insurance.

The operating cost per passenger was $1.89. With transfer passengers,

the cost per passenger was 56c for line bus and $3.31 for dial-a-ride.

The deficit per passenger was $1.66 of which 93c was covered by the millage

tax. The rest of the deficit was funded primarily by both Federal and

state operating assistance grants.

7.2 CONCLUSIONS

The implementation and operation of Teltran has been an evolving

experiment in transportation innovation and the AATA's experience pro-

vides some valuable lessons for other communities considering major

transit improvements.

7.2.1 Phased Implementation

A significant feature of Teltran implementation was the incremental

expansion strategy adopted by the AATA to implement the system. In a
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sense, this began with the pilot project demonstration which, while not

identical to Teltran, provided the public with a taste of demand-respon-

sive service and gave the AATA operating experience and feedback on the

public's response. Once the Teltran plan was approved by the voters,

implementation proceeded very slowly. Addition of new services was timed

to allow adequate debugging of each operation before another was intro-

duced. Furthermore, phased implementation permitted the time necessary

to train new staff members as the need for additional personnel grew.

While no segment of the population was forced to pay a higher fare,

some people did receive a lower level of service due to replacement of

line bus routes with dial-a-ride service plus transfers. Both former

line bus users who now had to use dial-a-ride and residents of the last

zones to receive daytime dial-a-ride service voiced complaints during

the implementation process. In some cases, line bus service was reinsti-

tuted on a temporary basis in response to complaints. In addition, the

AATA has initiated additional fixed-route service in dial-a-ride zones

generating high ridership and fully expects the Teltran system to continue

to evolve in response to changing ridership patterns and levels.

One shortcoming of Teltran' s growth plan was a serious underestima-

tion of its need for telephone equipment and facilities. Since people

place orders for service by telephone, a shortage of lines (with attendant

busy signals for callers) can cause people to become disgruntled about

the system. Teltran began with only three telephone lines on group hunt

and the growth in demand quickly outstripped their capacity. Since the

AATA had not reserved additional continguous lines, they were forced to
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add lines accessed by another telephone number. Thus, two different

telephone numbers were being used by the public to obtain the same ser-

vice, resulting in some confusion. Proper planning (e.g., securing a

reasonably large number of contiguous phone numbers at the outset) might

have avoided this problem and suggests that incremental implementation

in this area may have more disadvantages than advantages.

7.2.2 Public Information

Teltran is a relatively complicated service designed to be used by

individuals without requiring a detailed understanding of how it is oper-

ated. In fact, AATA has been somewhat reluctant to publish much informa-

tion on system operation, partly because it may restrict operating flexi-

bility and partly because management believes the public may be confused

by the details. However, the public in Ann Arbor has shown a clear desire

to understand more about the workings of the system and the AATA is plan-

ning to develop a user's manual as well as expanding their program of

audio-visual presentations.

In short, a system which is not "transparent" to users is very likely

to generate requests for more information about system operation. Not pro-

viding detailed information or operating policies right from the start of

implementation may have little effect on the public response to the service

in the long run. However, because dial-a-ride service and coordinated

transfers have some inherent variability associated with them, information

on system operation may help gain public acceptance of the integrated ser-

vice concept, particularly in the early stages of implementation.

Also, while during the initial stages of implementation the public was
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willing to accept a minimum of signs and posted schedules at line bus

stops and transfer points, as implementation proceeded, more and more

complaints were received about inadequate signage at stops and on dial-

a-ride vehicles. Thus, while a limited public information program might

be possible, and desirable, during early stages of implementation, the

need to increase public information as a new service becomes more estab-

lished should be anticipated.

7.2.3 System Design and Performance

Several major design decisions have been greatly influenced by the

operations and impacts of the Teltran system to date. First, the commit-

ment to 100 percent coverage at all hours of system operation implies

a tradeoff with other aspects of the level of service provided and par-

ticularly travel time. During weekday service hours, most trips require

one transfer and many crosstown trips require two or more transfers. Also,

while the system provides 100 percent coverage to the city, this does not

imply equality in the level of service provided to different subareas or

types of trips. In particular, trips to the CBD are served best while

crosstown trips generally receive the worst service. The provision of

door-to-door service has improved the mobility of many transit dependents

but the reconfiguration in line bus routes that was desirable for providing

integrated transit also lowered the level of service provided to some

former fixed-route bus users.

To provide 100 percent coverage and maintain an effective vehicle

utilization strategy during evening and weekend periods, major shifts in

system configuration have been required. While the weekend and evening
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systems are operated essentially like the dial-a-ride component of the

weekday service, with little or no line bus service, the change in zone

sizes requires that dispatchers and drivers adjust to different tour

lengths and coverage patterns. To improve overall system productivity

a shift to fewer and larger zones is probably desirable during off-peak

daytime hours (e.g., 10AM to 3 PM) as well. However, anticipation of

adverse public reaction has kept the AATA from introducing a midday

shift in system configuration to date.

The coordination of transfers between line buses and dial-a-ride vans

is designed to minimize the wait time required at transfer points. How-

ever, coordinated transfers increase the pressure on dispatchers and

dial-a-ride van drivers to maintain fixed tour schedules and sometimes

result in vans exceeding posted speed limits. Also, while the Teltran

dispatching system requires only the transmittal of tour rosters to dial-

a-ride vans, a substantial amount of driver-dispatcher communication is

required to ensure successful coordination of transfers and to insert a

new request for service into an ongoing tour.

The Teltran dispatching system is computer assisted but basically is

a manual operation. The computer keeps track of the rides assigned to

each tour, facilitates efficient tour editing, and provides some daily

ridership statistics, but all decision-making functions are performed by

call takers, dispatchers, and drivers. The AATA feels that a manual dis-

patching method is important for making adjustments in system operating

policies and provides the flexibility for shifting system configurations

during evening hours and weekends. The AATA also feels that the basic
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dispatching method can be used on a greatly expanded service area without

increasing the functions performed by the computer. While, in general,

the dispatching system works well, it requires an experienced staff to

operate smoothly and the level of service provided can vary depending

on the quality of the dispatchers and drivers on duty.

The productivity achieved by the dial-a-ride component of the Teltran

system (i.e., total passengers per vehicle hour) exceeds the productivity

achieved by many "pure" dial-a-ride systems. However, since the fare for

all trips is 25 cents, the operating deficit per passenger is relatively

high. The majority of this deficit is offset by the local property tax

revenues dedicated to transit.

7.3 IMPLICATIONS REGARDING TRANSFERABILITY

The Teltran system is a rather unique approach to the provision of

public transportation. While specific operating policies may be a locally

debated issue, there appears to be a growing concensus among the community

that the system works, and that both dial-a-ride and fixed- route service

have a role in providing transit to the city. Ann Arbor's experience with

Teltran raises the question of whether a similar transit system could be

implemented in other cities with similar results.

To some extent, Ann Arbor's experience with Teltran can be attributed

to certain characteristics of the city which are typical of only a small

number of communities. The average family income and the median years of

education for both men and women are high. The tax base is strong and

residents have traditionally been very involved in social issues and civic

organizations. Strong support has been given to public transit in general
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and specifically the Teltran system. There is no question that without

local property tax support the Teltran concept would have to be revised

and that a substantial decrease in service would occur.

The influence of the University of Michigan cannot be underestimated

in explaining the local support given to public transit in Ann Arbor.

There has been a significant amount of interaction among the AATA board

and staff, the university community, and the staffs of various research

and consulting firms in the area. Faculty members have served on the

AATA board and students and former students have held a significant

number of positions as drivers, dispatchers and call-takers. The avail-

ability of a pool of young, educated, and enthusiastic individuals to

serve in many staff positions has created a work force dedicated to pro-

viding good transit service and is an important factor in the results

achieved by Teltran, particularly in the early stages of implementation

and innovation.

Another factor which contributes to making integrated service an ef-

fective choice for Ann Arbor is the existence of a limited number of major

activity centers within the city. The central business district, adjacent

to the main campus of the university, is the dominant center and a high

percentage of peak hour trips are oriented toward the CBD. These trips

are well served by Teltran’ s primarily radial fixed-route bus services.

Fixed-route buses also directly serve the major shopping centers outside

of the CBD. Although many-to-many service is available within each zone,

dial-a-ride vans are used primarily for feeder service. With more dis-

persed trip patterns, more many-to-many service will be required and the
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the integration of line and dial-a-ride vehicles may be harder to

achieve. Furthermore, with more scattered trip patterns, there will

be some advantage to large zone sizes to reduce transfers and this may

adversely affect dial-a-ride productivity and travel time.

Notwithstanding these special characteristics of Ann Arbor, the

AATA's experience with the Teltran system provides some important in-

sights for other communities considering integrated transit. First,

integrated dial-a-ride and fixed-route service with coordinated trans-

fers provides an effective means of providing 100 percent coverage

with door-to-door service. However, to maintain reasonable systemwide

productivities will probably require shifting the system configuration

during periods of low ridership. Naturally, other communities consider-

ing integrated transit may also choose to increase productivities by not

providing 100 percent geographic coverage. Thus, areas yielding low

ridership could be excluded from receiving dial-a-ride service during

some, or all, hours of system operation.

Whether integrated transit is considered for areawide service or

only for selected subareas, the Teltran dispatching system provides a very

flexible dispatching method that could be used by other communities. In

the early stages of implementation, dispatching can be completely manual

as in the early phase of Teltran operation. As the system expands and

experience is gained, computer assistance can be phased in without either

changing the basic functions of call takers, dispatchers, and drivers, or

disrupting system operation. The Teltran dispatching system does require

well trained and experienced staff who are willing to accept major decision-
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making responsibility.

The AATA's experience with the phased implementation of Teltran may

also prove valuable to other communities considering integrated transit.

In particular, incremental implementation allows for staff training and

adjustments to operating policies before successively more complex system

configurations are implemented. The Teltran experience also suggests

that extensive telephone system planning is desirable and the phone

requirements of the final system configuration should be anticipated even

if an incremental implementation strategy is adopted. Also, the public

acceptability of integrated transit may be increased if public information

programs attempt to explain the operating policies used to provide a

relatively complex service.

In summary, both the ridership and financial support given to Tel-

tran may in part be attributed to the unique nature of Ann Arbor. How-

ever, since the University of Michigan operates its own internal transit

system free of charge, much of Teltran' s ridership and public support

does come from individuals with no direct connection to the university.

In considering integrated service, other communities may wish to con-

sider applying the concept without a commitment to provide 100 percent

coverage. Both the Teltran dispatching system and the AATA's approach

to system implementation may prove useful to other communities studying

the potential for integrated transit.
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APPENDIX A

Control Room Equipment Specifications

The Teltran control room, located at AATA headquarters in Ypsilanti,

houses the following computer, telephone and radio equipment necessary

for system operation:

1) A Data General, Nova 820 computer with 48,000 words of primary
memory, two disk drives located in the console, two Tally In-
dustries line printers, and a TTY Teletype for input of com-
puter commands.

2) Nine dispatch (or call-taker) terminals equipped with one each
of the following:

a) a Cathode Ray Tube display by Ann Arbor Terminals, Inc.,
b) a 30-button phone pad for all incoming lines,
a) an intercom connecting all dispatch terminals,
d) a microphone headset for either telephone or radio communica-

tions,
e) a channel selector for accessing one of the radio channels,
f) a digital clock, and

g)

a device which displays the telephone line which has been
kept on hold the longest is scheduled to be installed at
each terminal.

3) Automatic telephone answering and holding equipment designed
specifically for AATA and consisting of:

a) one Communications Unlimited, Inc. answering device capable
of answering up to 10 telephone lines. It actually incorpor-
ates one answering machine per line so that any single failure
affects only one line.

b) one Panasonic 8-track tape player which provides music (follow-
ing completion of message) for those lines answered by the Com-
munications Unlimited device.

c) one Nationwide Communications answering machine capable of

handling up to 5 lines. This machine puts the caller into
the middle of a repeating, pre-recorded message but stays on

for the next complete cycle. This unit then supplies back-
ground music.

d) a digital display board (custom made by Communications Unlimi-
ted) which indicates the length of time for which each line

has been on hold.
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4) Radio transmitting and receiving equipment consisting of the

following

:

a) three radio stations providing 3 frequencies of UHF-type duplex
pairs so that talk and receive can be accomplished simultaneously.
One of the three channels is shared with a Detroit trucking firm
and there is often some interference from their transmission.

b) a 250 foot tower transmitter (located at AATA headquarters)
broadcasting with an effective power of 5 watts. The tower
provides 98% coverage of the AATA service area with 98% reli-
ability of a successful first transmission.

The control room itself is 20 feet by 38 feet and is equipped with temper-

ature and humidity controls. A glass enclosure around the computer equip-

ment is currently under construction to eliminate static caused by passing

personnel.
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APPENDIX B

Teltran Call-Taking and Dispatching Displays

The following figures indicate the content and format of several

major computer displays used in the Teltran Communications and Dispatch-

ing System.’*' The uses of these displays are detai^d below:

Figure B.l: Trip Entry - The call-taker supplies the information re-
quested in this display to obtain the list of three
alternative tours to serve the present caller. Call-
takers may then choose one of the tours.

Figure B.2: Tour Roster - The call-taker may decide to check the
assignments to a particular tour before making a

choice. The system gives the call-taker the opportun-
ity to enter the present caller's request and assign
an estimated pickup time if the tour is acceptable.

Figure B.3: Standing Order Entry - If the caller wishes to travel
on a regular basis, the call-taker may arrange for the
system to repeatedly enter the caller's trip in the

proper tours without the need to call each trip in.

The call-taker enters the request using this display.

Figure B.4: Advance Order Entry - The caller may wish to make one
or more (non-repeating) trips on a future date. The
call-taker uses this display to enter the request.

Figure B.5: Tour Roster Edit - A call-taker or dispatcher may wish
to remove a trip from one tour and move it to another.
This display indicates the tour roster and asks the
call-taker which trips are to be shifted.

Figure B.6: Tour Roster Organize - The dispatcher must review tours

, before transmitting them (or releasing for transmission
when digital equipment is introduced) . This display
provides the dispatcher with the opportunity to reorder,
declare organized, and store or transmit the tour ros-
ter.

Figure B.7: Bus Status - This display will appear at the bottom of

each dispatcher’s screen (in addition to other dis-
plays) once the digital communications equipment is in-

stalled. The display, which will be updated automatic-
ally by the system, will indicate which vehicles are

on or awaiting voice communications, as well as the op-

erational status of particular vehicles in the fleet.

‘'‘Note: Dial-a-ride tours are identified by their departure time and

their destination. Thus, Tour 0637 departs at 6:37 AM for transfer

point PH (Pioneer High School)

.
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APPENDIX C

Travel Time and Telephone Service Surveys

The need for new information on the travel times and phone service

times provided by the Teltran system became apparent very early in the

Ann Arbor evaluation effort. Previous surveys have been performed in

March 1975, prior to the establishment of daytime dial-a-ride service

in many areas of the City. Thus, a limited data collection effort was

authorized and two travel time surveys were performed to collect wait,

ride, and transfer time data on the present Teltran system. In addi-

tion, telephone service data was collected both from riders and from

dispatch room observations.

Ideally, the surveys would have collected travel time data for an

individual's entire trip on Teltran including both dial-a-ride and line

bus segments if a transfer(s) was made. However, time and resource con-

traints did not allow such a data collection effort and the surveys

focussed, for the most part, on the daytime dial-a-ride service. An on-

board survey was conducted on dial-a-ride vans and provided information

on perceived telephone service and perceived wait time and response times,

as well as actual response, in-vehicle, and transfer times. A mail-out

survey of customers with daily, regularly scheduled, standing orders pro-

vided some information on total trip times and the reliability of dial-

a-ride pickup times. Data collected in the dispatching control room in-

cluded actual telephone service and hold times. The design, execution,

and data processing for each of these surveys is discussed below.
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C.l ONBOARD SURVEY

C.1.1 Survey Design and Pretest

For the dial-a-ride portion of a trip, the following time components

were measured by an onboard survey:

1) call-in riders picked up at origin:

a) type of call, immediate or advanced order,
b) number of busy signals encountered when making service call,
c) length of time on hold,

d) response time, or time from end of call to pickup,
a) wait or early time,

f

)

ride time,

g)

transfer time to line bus, if any,

h) distance travelled on dial-a-ride, and
i) number and pattern of transfers.

2) riders not calling for ride or "walk-ons"

a) wait time for dial-a-ride van,

b) ride time and distance, and
c) transfer information.

The questionnaire used for this survey is shown in Figure C.l. The

actual survey form was a 6" x 9" card printed on one side only. It con-

tained 12 short questions most of which required checking a box or writ-

ing a line. The card was stiff enough to allow riders to write on them

using felt-tipped pens without needing a book, clipboard, etc. ,
for back-

ing.

The first two questions provide information on the trip origin and

final destination (e.g., not the transfer point if a transfer is made).

Using the origin and destination information, together with questions 3

and 4, it was possible to identify the number and pattern (e.g., dial-

a-ride van to line bus versus van to van, etc.) of transfers made. Ques-

tion 5 separated phone in riders from walk-ons and transfers from line
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hello there:: in exchange for a few minutes of your time, would you help
THE ANN ARBOR TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY IMPROVE ITS BUS SERVICE TO YOU?
YOUR COOPERATION IS GREATLY APPRECIATED.

1 . Where did you begin this trip?

(specify address, building, store. etc)

2. What is your final destination?

(specify address, building, store. etc)

3. How many vehicles (city buses plus Dial -a-Ride vans) are you riding on this trip?

one
| |

two three
|

four

4. What is the next vehicle you will ride on this trip? (check one)

a city bus

another Dial-a-Ride van

— this van will drop me at my destination.

5. If you telephoned for this ride, check here
j |

and answer questions ]_
through 12 .

If you did not telephone for this ride, check here
j |

and answer question 6̂ only .

6. How long did you wait for this van to come by?

0-5 minutes ^Jl0-15 minutes 20-25 minutes 1 1 30 minutes

5-10 minutes 15-20 minutes ^ 25-30 minutes
•—

* or more

PLEASE RETURN THIS CARD WHEN YOU EXIT THE VAN. THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION::

7. At what time did you place your telephone call to Dial-a-Ride? AM
PM

8. How many times did you get a "busy" signal before you got your call through?

none once
| |

twice three or

more times

9. How long did you wait on "hold” for a call-taker to answer you?

°-l minute d] 2-3 minutes
| |

4 minutes or more

|,
|

1-2 minutes
[ 1

3-4 minutes

10. When you called in to request Dial-a-Ride service, did you call —
A.

| |

for immediate pickup.

B.
|

| for pickup at a later time. If so, what was that time? _

AM
PM

AM
PM

11. What time did the call-taker tell you the van would pick you up?

Between and

12. Answer only if you marked A in question 10: How long was it from the end of your
call to the arrival of the van?

^Jo-5 minutes ^10-15 minutes |2
0—25 minutes 1

1 30 minutes

^jS-10 minutes 15-20 minutes ^25-30 minutes
1 lor more

PLEASE RETURN THIS CARD TO THE SURVEYOR WHEN YOU EXIT THE VAN. THANKS VERY MUCH

FIGURE c.i. ONBOARD SURVEY CARD
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buses. The latter two groups were asked for their wait time in question

6, while phone-in riders were asked for dial-a-ride phone and wait time

information in questions 7 to 12. Question 10 identified riders wanting

immediate pickup versus those making trip reservations in advance. Ques-

tion 12, requesting information on response time, was asked only of

riders who wanted immediate service since for advance orders this time

can be arbitrarily large.

Actual ride and transfer time was obtained by surveyors who recorded

each rider’s boarding and deboarding time on a separate form. When a

passenger made a transfer from a dial-a-ride van to a line bus, the

passenger's wait time for line bus also was observed by recording the

arrival time at the transfer point (in general, riders remain on the

van until the line bus arrives so that deboard time minus transfer point

time is the transfer wait time) . The distance travelled also was re-

corded by the surveyor for each rider by observing odometer readings,

when driver cooperation permitted. An average "speed" on dial-a-ride

could thus be computed.

Wait and early time was obtained by taking the difference between

the observed boarding time and the beginning of the estimated time of

arrival window quoted by the call-taker (question 11). Often a point

estimate rather than an interval or window was quoted and in these cases

the point time was used as the start of the waiting period. Call takers

do not record the actual ETA's quoted and thus there was no way to check

the accuracy of the riders' responses.

Response time, a measure of how fast a van comes after the call
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placement for immediate pickup, was collected in two ways. Perceived

response time was asked in question 12. Actual response time was ob-

tained from the difference between observed boarding time and the end-

of-call time as recorded on the computer log. The survey forms were

matched to the log by using question 1, trip origin, and question 7,

time of call placement, as identifiers. The log time is recorded when

the order is entered into the computer system which generally occurs

just after the call is complete.

After several revisions based on discussions with Authority staff,

an initial onboard survey was tested in two zones on March 22 and 23,

1976. The respondents were very willing to offer suggestions and to

point out areas of confusion on the survey form and the pretest proved

to be extremely helpful in reworking questions more clearly.

C.1.2 Survey Procedure

During the week of April 5 to 9 1976, 6 individuals conducted the

survey aboard dial-a-ride vans. Scheduling surveyors to specific vans

and zones was done to maximize the number of responses and to approxi-

mate the distribution of responses over zones to the actual ridership

over zones. The schedule was developed by using tour rosters for a

previous week which contained each vehicle tour by zone and the number

of phone-in and standing order passengers. While tour rosters do not indi-

cate the walk-ons, they do provide the information about which vehicles

and tours are not efficient to survey. In some zones, the average rider-
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ship per van was very low, even though total demand in the zone was rela-

tively high. Some vehicle tours carry higher loads than others in a given

zone and where possible these vans were chosen for the survey. Nearly all

surveying was done between the hours of 7:00 AM and 6:30 PM corresponding

to weekday service. One run of evening service was surveyed from 7:00 PM

to 11:00 PM.

Each boarding passenger was asked whether their current trip was a

standing order. If the trip was not a standing order, the rider was asked

to fill out a questionnaire. Thus, phone-in, walk-on and transferring

riders were surveyed. Standing orders were surveyed in the separate mail-

out survey. Those people who refused to fill out the form, children too

young, or people unable for any reason to complete the survey form were

sometimes asked the questions orally with the surveyor filling in the card.

The surveyor recorded boarding, deboarding and arrival at transfer point

times on a separate sheet for everyone who rode the van. Usually good

driver cooperation permitted the surveyor to record odometer readings at

each stop to obtain each rider's trip distance and the overall tour dis-

tance. Except when the vehicle was full (12-14 riders), all information

was gathered with ease by the surveyors. However, on full runs it was

often difficult to record mileage. Boarding and deboarding time and

mileage was recorded even if a rider did not fill out the questionnaire.

This was intended to enrich the sample for average ride time and dis-

tance.

Cooperation from the drivers in survey administration was excellent.

They helped the surveyors locate their vehicles, occasionally went out
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of their way to drop or pickup a surveyor at a special place, and sug-

gested other vans and tours that would carry heavier ridership. Although

the surveyors were instructed not to solicit opinions from the drivers

concerning the Teltran system, many comments were volunteered. The

riders also gladly provided their opinions to the surveyors. Both of

these inputs provided non-quantitative, but. useful perspectives on the

system and its operation.

C.1.3 Response Rate

The total number of useful responses over the week was 776. An addi-

tional 485 riders who either refused the questionnaire or were making a

standing order trip were observed for ride and transfer time. Of those

who responded, 53% had telephoned for their rides and 47% were walk-ons.

Of the 414 respondents who phoned in, 60% requested immediate pickup,

while 40% requested pickup at a later time.

All dial-a-ride zones were surveyed and Table C.l compares the dis-

tribution of ridership to the distribution of survey response by zone.

Although the response distribution only approximates the ridership dis-

tribution, the latter does not include riders who walked on at transfer

points without calling, while the former includes walk-ons. Except for

over-surveying in Pontiac Heights, the surveyors were deployed roughly

proportionately to ridership by zone.

C.l.

4

Data Reduction

The survey forms were coded along with the zone of observation, ob-

served boarding and deboarding times and odometer readings, and the actual



TABLE C.l. DISTRIBUTION OF ONBOARD RE-

SPONSES BY DIAL-A-RIDE ZONE

Zone
Percent

Ridership
Percent of

Responses

Pontiac Heights 14 30

Near Southwest 19 15

Far Southwest 12 18

Far Southeast 11 10

Near Northeast 10 5

Miller 7 1

Packard 5 1

Plymouth 12 14

Medford 4 2

Far Northwest 1 2

Near Northwest 5 2

Total 100 100
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time of call from the computer log for respondents who telephoned for

pickup. This data set was then processed through four FORTRAN programs

which calculated the following groups of statistics:

a) Transfers and number/types of vehicles used on each trip tabu-
lated by zone; call-ins vs. walk-ons by zone; immediate vs.

advanced pickup by zone.

b) Average in-vehicle time, transfer waiting time, average trip
length and speed on dial-a-ride portion of trip for each re-
spondent tabulated by four time periods (AM peak, mid-day,
PM peak, night)

.

c) Same as b) tabulated by zone.

d) Perceived wait time (for dial-a-ride walk-on respondents) tabu-
lated by zone and time period; busy signals and telephone hold
time (perceived) by time of day; wait and early times for tele-
phone respondents; percent arrivals on time, early or late by
zone and time of day for telephone respondents; actual and per-
ceived response time for immediate pickup telephone respondents.

The statistics in b) and c) above were computed on the total observed sam-

ple. This included all riders, regardless of whether they agreed to fill

out a questionnaire or not, or were making a standing order trip. Because

it was not always possible to record odometer readings, the trip length

statistic includes only observations where mileage was recorded. The

mean value and standard deviation about the mean were calculated for each

variable by zone and time period, where applicable. The speed statistic

is only an indication of route circuity on the dial-a-ride portion of each

trip. It was calculated by dividing dial-a-ride in-vehicle time, exclud-

ing transfer time.

For wait time and telephone call statistics some respondents again

randomly left questions unanswered. Systemwide statistics are based upon

the total valid responses for each question and corresponding variable.

Because respondents were asked to check ranges of wait times, only dis-
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Crete distributions were available.

Wait and early time for immediate pickup calls were calculated as

the difference between the observed boarding time and the estimated time

of arrival (ETA) given by the call-taker. If the respondent recorded a

promised pickup "window," wait time was calculated from the beginning of

the window. If board time was earlier than the beginning of the window,

early time was calculated as the difference between the beginning of the

window and the board time. Zero wait time responses were included in the

wait time, but not early time, statistics. If the respondent reported

only a single promised time, the wait time is the difference between it

and the board time. If the respondent reported a promised time as "in

5 minutes," this was added to the time of call placement as recorded in

the computer log to get an ETA window. If no promised time was reported,

no wait/early time was calculated for that observation.

Actual response time was calculated as the interval between the end

of the call for service and the actual boarding time. The latter was ob-

tained from the computer log of daily calls. Many responses could not be

matched to the log because of inadequate recording of either trip origin

or the time of call placement. In addition, some calls never are logged

into the computer if they occur close to the time that a van actually

picks up the respondent. Because of a computer crash, one day’s log was

not available, and another day's log was not located by AATA staff. Ac-

tual and perceived response time was tabulated only if the computer log

time was matched and the respondent answered question 12 on perceived re-

sponse time. For the comparison of actual and perceived response time

there were some errors in clock synchronization. It is estimated that
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the surveyors 1 watches were not more than + 3 minutes from the computer

log clock, but part of the variance in response time can be attributable

to clock error. For wait, in-vehicle and transfer times, this error is

irrelevant because the calculation of these times was dependent only on

the surveyor's clock.

A few respondents rode two dial-a-ride vehicles on one trip and were

surveyed on the second van. Most of these people incorrectly filled out

the survey form for the first van and not for the one they were riding

while being surveyed. Since the telephone information concerning the

earlier ride does not match the observed times of the ride being surveyed,

questions 7 to 12 were ignored and the response treated as a walk-on

for these respondents.

C. 1. 5 Assessment of Survey Procedure

Overall, the onboard survey produced the desired data and statistics.

However, in spite of numerous revisions, the questionnaire could still

have been improved to clarify some questions. Although it was intended

that the survey concern itself with the current one-way origin- to-des-

tination trip, some respondents replied in terms of a round trip, or part

of a trip. Usually these errors could be corrected since origin and des-

tination were specified. Reported transfer information, along with sys-

tem maps, were used to verify the exact number of type and vehicles used

on a trip. A statement on the questionnaire concerning the definition of

a trip could have been added.

Since there were eight possible types of trips (i.e., the sequence of

vehicles used) , they were not enumerated on the form because of length and
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confusion. Questions 3 and 4, which asked the number of vehicles ridden

and the type of vehicle the respondent rode next, did not distinguish

among all eight trip types, but with the origin and destination informa-

tion from questions 1 and 2, any ambiguities could be clarified. A more

suitable question structure concerning transfers was attempted in the de-

sign but enumeration may have been adequate.

For advance telephone order respondents, question 11-B was intended

to show for what time the person requested later pickup. Most respondents

repeated the promised pickup window for this question, which was the

closest time the system could accomodate the request. The question could

have been worded more clearly.

The riders themselves were very cooperative in filling out the card and

very few people refused. Many riders viewed the survey as an opportunity to

provide input to AATA management. Although no space was designated for com-

ments, about 25% of the respondents wrote comments on the back or in

margins. The opportunity to comment added an incentive to filling out

the card. Toward the end of the week, however, some riders had filled

out the form 3 or 4 times and the refusal rate increased as the week pro-

gressed. As a result, the productivity of each surveyor decreased sharply

on the fourth and fifth days. If possible, it would have been better to

have surveyed on more vans for fewer days, capturing a greater number of

different riders. The questions on origin and destination (1 and 2) took

the longest to fill out and some riders did complain about the size of

the print on the cards.
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The weather during the survey was warm and clear. Only one serious

computer crash occurred. Therefore, ridership was lighter than usual and

service better than average. Ideally, it would have been better to in-

clude a rainy day(s) and day(s) during winter when more service problems

occur and ridership is higher.

C.2 STANDING ORDER SURVEY

C.2.1 Survey Design

Unlike the onboard survey, the standing order survey was intended to

measure the variability and duration of the same trip over 5 days for each

respondent. The form asked respondents to record boarding and deboarding

times for each vehicle ridden for each day of the week that the standing

order was made. Thus, as many as five observations of the same trip

could be obtained. Some consideration was given to increasing the length

of the diary to 2 to 3 weeks to improve the validity of the statistics

computed. However, it was felt that the response rate to even a one week

survey would be quite low and any increase in the duration of the survey

might be counterproductive.

A cover letter, instruction sheet and 6" x 9" survey card were sent

to standing order customers making daily trips (see Figures C.2 and

C.3). The survey form was a mail-back card with postage pre-paid. The

instructions urged strongly that the rider carry a watch and the card

with him or her and the card was folded in half for convenience. This

was intended to yield accurate time recording as opposed to recollec-

tion or perception of times. Specific times of occurrence were asked

instead of time intervals in order to avoid rider "guessing" at the time
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STANDING ORDER TRAVEL TIME SURVEY

APRIL 5 - APRIL 9, 1976

1 . What is the final destination of your

Downtown/State Street

Pioneer High

Plymouth Mall

Briarwood

Arborland

Huron High

University Hospital

Other
(specify address; nearest <

pre-scheduled transit trip? (check one)

Main Street/4th and William

Westgate

St. Joseph's Hospital

Veteran's Hospital

Maple Village

University/Union Area

University/Church & Geddes

University/North Campus

streets; building)

2.

Do you make a transfer on this trip? (check one)

YES - to another Dial-a-Ride van

YES - to a city bus

NO

3.

At what time are you scheduled to be picked up each day?

4. How long a walk, if any, it it from your last bus stop to your final

destination? minutes

5. For each trip you make going to your destination, please fill in your pickup and
drop off times. If no trip is made on a given day, leave that day's line blank.

DAY
OF
WEEK

DIAL-A-RIDE VAN 2nd VEHICLE IF YOU TRANSFER

time you were
picked up

time your van ar-
rived at destina-
tion or transfer
point

time you on

2nd vehicle
time you got
off 2nd
vehicle

EXAMPLE f :/V Arj f.J7 Ah i'V/Ah Ah

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURDSAY

FRIDAY

Please promptly mail this card free of charge after completing your last trip
of the week. THANK YOU!!!

FIGURE c.2. STANDING ORDER SURVEY CARD
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We are interested in just how long it takes for you to ride, wait and
transfer on your prescheduled transit trips during next week, April 5

through April 9, 1976. (if you have cancelled your daily reservation,
please ignore all questions, write "CANCELLED" across card, and mail
it free of charge. ) All information requested refers to your presched-
uled trip from home (or other starting point) to the place you are going
each day of the week. Refer to the card as you read:

Question 1: Check the one box which best describes the ultimate dest-
ination of your daily trip. If it is not listed, please
write in the address, building, nearest two cross streets,
etc. in the space entitled "OTHER".

Question 2: Check whether you make a transfer to either a line bus
or to another Dial-a-Ride van, or make no transfers at all.

Question 3: Mark the time of day that you are scheduled to be picked
up each day.

Question 4: Mark how long a walk you have from the point where the
last transit vehicle drops you off to the doorstep of

your ultimate destination. Mark "0" if the vehicle
drops you off at the doorstep of your destination.

Question 5: One line for each day of next week is provided for you to

mark the time of day when the Dial-a-Ride van picks you up

and the time it arrives at your destination, or transfer
point, if you transfer to another vehicle.

If you do make a transfer, fill in the times that you got on

and got off the second vehicle in the spaces provided
under the heading "2ND VEHICLE IF YOU TRANSFER". If you
make no transfer, leave these spaces blank. An example
is provided.

It would be most helpful to carry a watch and the card with you on

your pre-arranged trips next week. This will make it easy for you to

jot down your daily pickup and dropoff times as they occur. If you do

not have a watch, it is best you not participate in this survey. If

you forget to mark your times or bring a watch one day, leave that day

blank in Question 5. Please do not guess at the times.

After recording all the times for the week, please staple and fold the

card and mail it free of charge promptly. Or if you prefer, you can

leave it with your Dial-a-Ride driver the following week. All inform-

ation you provide will be held strictly confidential, and no names or

personal information will be used.

WE GREATLY APPRECIATE YOUR TIME AND EFFORT. ONCE AGAIN, THANK YOU!!!

FIGURE C.3. INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT CARD
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intervals and to encourage the use of a watch. Riders without watches

were urged not to participate.

The same transfer information was obtained as in the onboard survey.

In addition, the 15 most heavily used destinations, provided by the AATA,

were listed for respondents to check.

Because of time constraints, it was not possible to pretest the mail-

out survey. Suggestions were given by AATA staff for clarifying the in-

structions and the survey card itself was fairly short and straightforward.

C.2.2 Survey Procedure

The survey materials were mailed out a week in advance to all daily

standing order customers. AATA records provided the names and addresses.

During the week of April 5 to 9, the same week as the onboard survey, the

respondents filled in their boarding and deboarding times on their pre-

scheduled daily trip. The cards were mailed to the AATA free of charge to

the rider and were collected by an AATA staff member at the Ypsilanti

Post Office.

C.2.3 Response Rate

Of 266 riders who were sent the standing order survey, 65 usable re-

sponses, each with up to 5 trip records were obtained. Of the total num-

ber of forms mailed, 17 were returned either undelivered or because the

trip order had subsequently been cancelled, yielding a response rate of

26%. Although not enough responses were obtained to compute good statis-

tically reliable averages, it was a larger response than anticipated in

light of the diary aspect of the questionnaire.
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Of those who responded, there was no apparent confusion in the sur-

vey procedure. People who rode 3 vehicles made space on the form to re-

port times for the third vehicle, although it was not asked. A few peo-

ple kept track of both AM and PM standing order trips they made. A major-

ity of the responses (82%) were concentrated in three zones. Near and Far

Southwest and Plymouth.

C.2.4 Data Reduction

Unlike the onboard survey, the standing order form provided informa-

tion on total trip time, including in-vehicle transfer and walk times for

the same trip over a one week period. The following variables were tabu-

lated:

a) transfers and number/type of vehicles used tabulated by zone
of origin,

b) distribution of the most common destinations; distribution
of trips by time period, and

c) average total trip time by number of transfers; variation in

pickup time; average transfer wait time.

Although the sample of standing orders included only individuals who made

5 trips per week, not every respondent rode or filled out the forms each

day. If a respondent reported boarding and deboarding times for only

part of his or her total one-way trip, total time was not computed. The

average total trip for each trip recorded was calculated, as well as the

average trip time for trips involving 0, 1, or 2 transfers.

Variation in pickup time was computed only for respondents report-

ing 4 or more trips. The variance about the mean pickup time was com-

puted, then averaged over all valid respondents for this variable. This

variance has a rather low statistical confidence since there are a maxi-
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mum of 5 observations per individual.

C.2.5 Assessment of Survey Procedure

Although the response rate was expected to be quite low because it

was both mail-back and time-consuming, the actual response rate was sur-

prisingly high. No apparent misunderstanding of instructions occurred,

except for a few who completed it by filling in the same times for each

day before the actual week of the survey. The enthusiasm and high edu-

cational level of Ann Arbor residents probably accounts for this unusual

cooperation. It may well have failed altogether in another location.

If more resources and time had been available, total trip time data

could have been gathered in a better way by conducting surveys on line

buses and dial-a-ride simultaneously. Similarly, better data on the reli-

ability of the service provided for one individual’s daily trip could

have been generated by lengthening the duration of the trip diary and

using telephone contact to try to increase the response rate.

C. 3 DISPATCH ROOM SURVEYS

Both phone hold and service times were observed directly in the dis-

patch room. The method of data collection was the observation of the hold

time board in the dispatch room. This device has a digital timer, indi-

cating in tenths of minutes for each of the first ten lines. The last

five lines were calibrated in units of 16 seconds and were therefore not

readily usable. However, being at the low end of the line group hunt, they

were seldom busy. Observations were made by having one person watch the

line with the longest hold time until it was answered. The counter on the
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first ten lines was randomly malfunctioning, but erroneous observations

were easily detected and discarded. There is a . 3 minute recorded mes-

sage played for every call regardless of whether a call-taker is immed-

iately available. Although some of the counters began after the message

and some before, all data was corrected to include the message time.

Phone service times were observed by one individual using a stop

watch to time calls and randomly observing 7 different call-takers.

For the hold time survey, time allowed for only one observation of

the AM peak, mid-day and PM peak periods. The call-takers were aware

of the surveyor’s presence which may have provided an incentive for an-

swering waiting calls faster than usual. It was unavoidable, however,

because the hold time read-out board was located in the dispatch room.

The presence of the surveyor in the processing survey made no difference

because length of call was dependent on the person calling for service,

his or her request and the system status. Again, it would have been de-

sirable to have had more periods of observation. Dispatch room person-

nel were very cooperative during both surveys.
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APPENDIX D

Vehicle Utilization, Maintenance, and Accident Data

There are 80 vehicles in the AATA transit fleet; 48 vans for dial-a-

ride service and 32 buses for fixed-route service. Table D.l summarizes

the utilization of various segments of the fleet in terms of average

monthly vehicle-miles travelled. It is evident that newer vehicles are

being used to a greater extent and that dial-a-ride vans are experiencing

greater monthly mileage than are line buses. According to AATA estimates,

average fleet availability is in the vicinity of 92-94%. The use of

spare vehicles in the event of breakdowns has enabled service levels to

be maintained and kept delays to a minimum.

The frequency of road calls and total repairs is summarized in Table

0.2. As might be expected, newer vehicles, particularly among the vans,

break down less frequently and require fewer repairs. In addition, the

bus fleet appears less reliable than the van fleet partly due to the fact

that the van fleet is newer.

Table D.3 shows the distribution of repair types for the van and bus

fleets. The figures reveal that the average number of repairs per vehicle

for the year to date, regardless of type, was approximately the same for

the van fleet (35.2) and the bus fleet (34). Vans required more repairs

to the electrical system, steering mechanism and propeller shaft, while

buses required more repairs to the cooling system, clutch, brakes, and

engine.
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An AATA study of accidents which occurred in 1974 revealed that
/

there were 142 total accidents during the year. The results are summar-

ized in Figures D.l and D.2. The greatest proportions of accidents

occurred during the winter and during peak hours. Neither result is

surprising given Ann Arbor’s winter weather and the higher utilization

of transit vehicles and higher traffic volumes during the peak periods.

The accident rate was somewhat higher for vans (.135 per thousand vehicle-

miles) than for buses (.101 per thousand vehicle-mile). The difference

in rates is probably due to the different type of driving required for

dial-a-ride including many turns, frequent backing up required, the use

of small streets, and bursts of higher speeds while trying to keep to

tour schedule. Also, as a result of the bid process, less experienced

drivers are often assigned to "extra" vans on the dial-a-ride system.
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TABLE D. 1. VEHICLE UTILIZATION (February 1976 )

FLEET CLASS
Number of

Vehicles
Total Miles

Average Miles/
Vehicle/Month

1 (1973) 4 3,440 860

2 (1974) 10 11,755 1,176

3 (1975) 30 45,288 1,510

ALL VANS 44 60,483 1,375

4 (1970) 5 7,541 1,508

5 (1970) 7 3,447 492

6 (1966) 2 1,387 694

7 (1970) 4 4,667 1,167

8 (1974) 11 18,925 1,720

9 (1969) 3 1,087 362

ALL TRANSIT 32 37,054 1,158
BUSES
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TABLE D.2. ROAD CALLS AND REPAIRS (Year to date, March, 1976)

FLEET CLASS
# Road Calls/1000
Vehicle-Miles

# Repairs/1000
Vehicle-Miles

VANS

1 (1973) 0 .33 4.2

2 (1974) 0 .16 2.9

3 (1975) 0.18 2.1

ALL VANS 0.18 2.5

BUSES

4 (1970) 0 .35 2.9

5 (1970) 0.65 4.8

6 (1966) 0 .50 3.8

7 (1970) 0. 42 3.1

8 (1974) 0 .14 1.6

9 (1969) 0 .37 5.0

ALL TRANSIT 0 .30 2.6

BUSES
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TABLE D.3. DISTRIBUTION OF REPAIR TYPES

Year-to-Date (March 1976)

TYPE OF REPAIR
VANS (51 Vehicles)
Number of Repairs

BUSES (41 Vehicles)
Number of Repairs

Front/Rear Axle 13 14

Brakes 231 251

Clutch 2 4

Cooling 45 79

Electrical 482 343

Engine 80 88

Frame 3 4

Fuel System 103 46

Suspension 40 24

Steering 101 24

Transmission 75 62

Prop Shaft 18 3

Wheels/Tires 168 116

Body Parts 207 164

Air Conditioning 14 14

Radio 88 48

Accessories 5 2

Fare Collection 111 106

Other 11 5

TOTAL 1,797 1,397
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FIGURE D.l. MONTHLY ACCIDENT RATES (1974)
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APPENDIX E

Report of Inventions

A thorough review of the work performed under this contract has

revealed no significant innovations, discoveries, or inventions at

this time. In addition all methodologies employed are available in

the open literature. However, the findings in this document do repre-

sent an improvement and they will be useful throughout the United

States in designing and evaluating integrated demand- responsive and

fixed-route transit systems.
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